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Antibodies and antibody-fragments have emerged as promising tools for many 

therapeutic and biotechnological applications. Antibody fragments (e.g., scFvs, Fabs, VHHs) 

derive functionality via their variable domains, which bind to a target (antigen) of interest. 

Antibody fragments obtained from conventional antibodies (i.e., human or mice IgGs) 

comprise two chains:  variable heavy and variable light. Nanobodies (hereafter VHHs) are 

unique antibodies found in camelids. VHHs are the smallest naturally occurring binding 

domains and derive functionality via a single variable domain on a heavy chain. Only 3 

hypervariable loops (H1, H2, H3) form the antigen-binding surface as opposed to 6 loops in 

conventional antibody fragments (3 from heavy and 3 from light chain). Due to their small 

size and surprising ability to bind a wide range of antigens with high specificity and affinity, 

VHHs are excellent candidates for antibody engineering. Despite their recent discovery, many 

engineered VHHs have already entered into clinical trials for treatment of a range of human 

diseases. 

It is our aim to rationally engineer VHHs with specificity for a target antigen by 

tailoring the hypervariable loops. As a first step toward such a goal, the design of loops with a 

desired conformation was considered. As proof-of-concept and to build our understanding of 

the binding loops of VHH antibodies, the study focused on the H1 loop of the anti-human 

Chorionic Gonadotropin (hCG) llama VHH that exhibits a noncanonical conformation. This 

loop was redesigned to “tilt” the stability of the loop structure from a noncanonical 

conformation to a (humanized) type 1 canonical conformation by studying the effect of 

selected mutations to the amino acid sequence of the H1, H2, and proximal residues.  



 

To test and extend our understanding of antigen-binding by VHHs, a dual modeling-

experimental approach was pursued for designing a VHH specific to Alpha-Synuclein (AS). 

AS is the main pathological marker and perhaps the causative agent of Parkinson’s disease. 

Starting from an immunized Camelid library against the Non-amyloid component (NAC) 

region of A53T mutant of AS (A53T), a bacteria-based selection technique was used to obtain 

a NAC-specific VHH, followed by computational modeling of the VHH and the VHH-NAC 

binding. The use of FLITRAP (an E. Coli based high-throughput screening technique) allows 

us to select for a soluble and intracellularly stable VHH (intrabody). Furthermore, using 

computational modeling the following tasks were completed: 1) Propose possible 

conformations of the VHH binding region, 2) Postulate viable modes of VHH binding to the 

NAC region, 3) Propose mutations that would enhance binding and ultimately, 4) Validate the 

proposed predictions through experiments. Counterintuitively, it was found that while 

mutations targeting the central hydrophobic NAC region only led to weak binding affinities, 

mutations, at the periphery of the binding site, that target the charged flanking hydrophilic 

residues of NAC are key to substantially increase binding affinity.  

The main goal of this research was hence to demonstrate the possibility of developing 

a model of binding in-silico starting from the amino acid sequence of the Antibody and the 

antigen and using it to predict affinity-enhancing mutations. This work differs from many 

other structure-based design studies in that the crystal structure of neither the Antibody, the 

antigen, or the complex is known; it hence tackles a much more challenging (but common) 

situation. This work also differs from high-throughput screening techniques based on multiple 

rounds of screening to obtain a high-affinity binder. Our dual experimental-modeling 

approach can be considered as an important step towards developing rational design strategies 

based on ab-initio modeling and bottom-up design approaches, which would ultimately enable 

us to gain a deeper understanding of protein surfaces and interactions.  
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1  INTRODUCTION 

 

Antibodies are gamma globulin proteins found in the blood and other bodily fluids and 

are used by the immune system to identify and neutralize foreign objects or antigens. Antibodies 

and their recombinant fragments – scFv, Fab, and engineered variants - diabodies, triabodies, 

minibodies and others – have emerged as powerful tools in biosensing, bioimaging and targeting 

specific biomolecules in treatment of cancer2, infectious and inflammatory diseases3. 

Conventional antibodies typically comprise two large heavy chains (VH) and two small 

light chains (VL). Each of these chains contains an antigen-binding domain with high sequence 

variability, which consists of three heavy (H1, H2, H3) and three light (L1, L2, L3) hypervariable 

loops. In camelids (e.g., llamas, camels), a subset of their naturally occurring antibodies is devoid 

of the light chain. The variable heavy domains of these antibodies are called VHHs or nanobodies 

due to their small size. The nanobodies’ antigen binding regions are thus formed solely by the 3 

hypervariable loops H1, H2 and H3, hence eliminating the need for pairing of the heavy and light 

domains as in the case of conventional antibodies. We note that the Kabat scheme 4 has been used 

for numbering the positions of the amino-acids throughout this document.   

Nanobodies can be efficiently expressed as soluble non-aggregating recombinant proteins 

in bacteria5, and other microorganisms6. Nanobodies can be regarded as evolution-engineered 

single-domain binding agents with several appealing properties such as high solubility, facile 

genetic manipulation, recognition of hidden-sites, clefts and mimicry of other biomolecules, all 

of which are either difficult to achieve in isolated VH domains or even with scFvs and Fab, or 

haven’t been observed in conventional antibodies. Moreover, the 80% sequence similarity 
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between the human VH domain and the VHH makes the latter an excellent candidate for 

application to human therapeutics. However, a more thorough analysis of the properties of the 

antigen-binding region of the nanobody is required to understand:  i) the significance of its 

structural deviations from the conventional VH domain, and ii) how a single domain achieves 

immunogenicity comparable to that observed in conventional antibodies7. Understanding the 

latter question(s) will be a step towards engineering soluble single-domain binding reagents with 

high specificity and affinity. Extensive studies8910,11 on the human and murine VH domain 

suggest that the repertoire of conformations of the hypervariable H1 and H2 loops of the VH 

domain is highly conserved and is limited to a few conformations. These studies encompassed 

both VH germline and expressed genes after somatic mutations12. Furthermore, Barre et. al.13 

showed that cartilaginous fish, which is the most distantly related species to human that still has 

an immune system, also exhibits similar canonical structures and key residues for the H1 and H2 

loops of the VH domain. This implies that canonical hypervariable loop structures arose very 

early in the stages of evolution of the immune system and have since been highly conserved. 

Three key questions then follow: Would VHH domains with a non-congruent set of H1 and H2 

conformational repertoire from the VH domain be suitable candidates for human therapeutics? Is 

it possible to “humanize” the H1 and H2 loops of the VHH domain? How will such a process 

affect specificity and affinity of these domains? In Chapter 2, we specifically address the 

question of “humanizing” the H1 loop of a VHH with a non-standard H1 loop conformation.  

Antibodies are considered a paradigm for high-affinity, target-specific binding. Hence, the 

next design question was whether it is possible to use computational modeling to develop a 

model for binding between an Antibody and an Antigen and use it to enhance binding. In 
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Chapters 3 and 4, we address the problem of rational design of a target-specific antibody in the 

vHH format. 

Protein-protein interactions are at the core of almost all cellular processes including signal 

transduction, cell division, DNA replication, biosynthesis, and degradation. Hence, the ability to 

modulate protein-protein interactions is of great interest to both fundamental science and applied 

research such as drug design. However, our understanding of these interactions is limited. 

Bottom-up, rational design of target-specific protein surfaces will be a stringent test of our 

understanding of the biophysical phenomena that govern these interactions. While many studies 

have demonstrated the ability to use structure-based information to rationally improve protein-

protein interactions, the design of target-specific binders is largely an unsolved problem. 

Previously, multiple groups have demonstrated the use of rational design to enhance protein-

protein interactions with variable success by 1) Improving electrostatic complementarity14-16 

and/or 2) Optimizing packing/contacts between the surfaces17,18 Recently, Tinberg et. al.19 have 

demonstrated the ability to design high affinity binders against a steroid molecule using a pre-

organized framework. In this approach, a scaffold protein is used as the framework in which 

target-specific interactions are introduced in the binding pocket. While their approach is quite 

successful in targeting small molecule like steroids, which bind to convex, pocket-like surfaces, it 

may not be generally applicable to target diverse protein surfaces. The problem of designing 

target-specific binders becomes especially challenging in the absence of high-resolution 3D 

structures. This is especially true in the early stages of evolution of target-specific binders against 

weakly immunogenic targets wherein many hits with low affinities are obtained from standard 

selection/screening techniques. At this stage, it may not feasible to obtain structures of these 
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binders in complex with the target. The ability to develop in-silico models of binding, to evolve 

these binders towards higher affinities, could be an invaluable tool at this stage.  

Alpha-Synuclein (AS) is a pathological marker of Parkinson’s disease (PD) and related 

disorders20. It is natively disordered, with many conformational forms upon interacting. 

Misfolding and subsequent aggregation of AS and other proteins into soluble and insoluble 

oligomers and high molecular weight fibrils has been implicated in PD and other 

neurodegenerative diseases. Prevention of aggregation and misfolding of such aggregation-prone 

species has been suggested as a viable therapeutic strategy for reducing the pathogenesis in 

various neurodegenerative diseases. The central hydrophobic domain (AAs 61-95) is termed as 

the nonamyloid component (NAC)21. The NAC domain is aggregation-prone and can form beta-

sheets by self-association22. A transgenic Drosophilia model expressing wild type AS without the 

NAC domain was shown to significantly reduce toxicity, making it an attractive target for 

treatment such as recombinant antibody technology21,23,24. The NAC region has been previously 

targeted in other studies for inhibiting the aggregation and/or reducing toxicity of alpha-synuclein. 

Various methods such as yeast surface display (scFv NAC32 and VH14) 23, phage display25,26 

and, more recently, rational design approaches27,28 have been used for generating antibody 

fragments for this purpose. In particular, the rational design approaches (as opposed to high-

throughput screening) have focused on designing NAC-specific peptides and grafting them into 

the CDR regions of a variable heavy domain (vHH) framework.  

In Chapter 3, we discuss the selection of a candidate vHH from an Immunized library 

using a E. Coli based selection technique, followed by experimental characterization and in-silico 

model for the candidate vHH and Antigen. In Chapter 4, we discuss the development of a model 

for the complex followed the prediction of affinity enhancing mutations using various strategies. 
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Experimental binding assays are used to test our predictions and improve the model. A 

combination of advanced Molecular Dynamics (MD) techniques, numerical techniques and 

experimental techniques were employed to build a coherent picture of the vhh-NAC binding.  

The main goal of this work is to demonstrate the plausibility of developing a model of 

binding in-silico starting from the amino acid sequence of the Antibody and the antigen and using 

it to predict affinity-enhancing mutations. Moreover, we want to demonstrate the use of detailed 

advanced molecular techniques (as opposed to knowledge based approaches or techniques 

employing minimum energy models) with atomistic-detail to make experimentally relevant 

predictions. This work differs from many other structure-based design studies where the crystal 

structure of the Antibody and/or antigen and/or complex is known apriori. This work also differs 

from high-throughput screening techniques based on multiple rounds of screening to obtain a 

high-affinity binder. Our dual approach can be considered as a small step towards developing 

rational design strategies based on ab-initio modeling and bottom-up design approaches which 

would ultimately enable us to gain a deeper understanding of protein surfaces and interactions. 

In Chapter 5, we present a summary of the work and present ideas to guide future work in 

the field of rational design.
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2 CONFORMATIONAL EQUILIBRIA OF AN ANTI-HCG LLAMA NANOBODY 

AND ITS MUTANTS 

2.1 Introduction 

In this study, we focus on the H1 loop of the anti-hCG llama nanobody that exhibits a 

noncanonical conformation. We aim to “tilt” the stability of the H1 loop structure from a 

noncanonical conformation to a (humanized) type 1 canonical conformation by studying the 

effect of selected mutations to the amino acid sequence of the H1, H2, and proximal residues. 

The llama VHH raised against the alpha-subunit of the human chorionic gonadotropin 

(hCG) has been characterized by Renisio et. al.29 via NMR spectroscopy (PDB code 1G9E and 

referred to as VHH-H14) and by Spinelli et al.30 via X-ray crystallography. A hybrid Monte 

Carlo Replica Exchange (HYMREX)31 was used to simulate the loop conformations of this 

system providing further evidence for conformational flexibility of the loops observed in the 

NMR study. Several studies have also been conducted to determine key-residues determining 

loop conformations for this system30-33. A novel in-silico screening/mutagenesis analysis was 

performed using implicit solvent1, in which mutants with 1, 2 and 3 mutations in the H1 and H2 

loops of the llama VHH domain were suggested as good candidates to recover the type-I 

canonical conformation observed in conventional VH domains. That study further showed that 

two mutants with 3 mutations formed a stable type-1 canonical H1 loop, and that alternate non-

canonical H1 conformations may also be stabilized. In the present work, we study the behavior of 

the wildtype and mutant loops in explicit solvent, to not only validate the implicit solvent results 
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but also provide evidence of the presence of “intrinsic disorder”34 in the conformational 

landscape of the H1 loop.   

We take advantage of the combination of a small system size and the power of a biasing 

molecular dynamics technique – metadynamics35-37 – to study in detail the conformational 

isomerism of the hypervariable loops of the VHH system using all-atom, explicit solvent 

simulations. We find that the simulated free-energy profiles of the H1 loop reveal intrinsic 

conformational disorder. We place such finding in the context of many experimental studies 

which have demonstrated the conformational flexibility and isomerism of the hypervariable loops 

of the antibody variable domains38-43. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. First the mutants selected for study are 

reviewed and the simulation details described. The results are then presented for the VHH loops 

in the folded framework, followed by a discussion of the free-energy landscapes of various 

mutants and implications of the conformational variability of the H1 loop on binding. The paper 

ends with remarks on the significance of these results for antibody engineering. 

VHH llama loop conformations have previously been reviewed in detail33,44. Briefly, 

VHH hypervariable loops exhibit a wider diversity in length and conformations than the 

conventional VH loops found in humans and mice. It has been hypothesized that this diversity 

may perhaps compensate for the lack of the light variable domain. It has been observed that 

affinity improvement of a VHH domain involves mutations in residues in all three hypervariable 

regions45. The H1 and H2 conformations exhibited by VHHs that cannot be categorized as per the 

canonical types10,12,13 are referred to as non-canonical conformations. The llama VHH has a type-

2A/3 canonical conformation for the H2 loop and a non-canonical conformation for the H1 loop, 
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in the crystal and NMR structures. The length of the llama VHH H1 loop corresponds to that of 

the type-1 canonical conformation in conventional antibodies; however, this loop lacks “typical” 

residues in key-positions (27, 29) found in a type-1 canonical H1 loop conformation. As 

described in the next section, mutations at key positions in the H1 and other loops were 

introduced in a previous molecular simulations study1, in an attempt to “recover” the type-1 

canonical conformation of the H1 loop.   

 

Table 2.1 Mutations for some of the cases previously simulated in implicit solvent1 and two new 4-
point mutants 
Case Mutations 

Wildtype (wt) --- 

1-Fa R27F 

2-FF R27F, G29F 

3-FFSa R27F, G29F, W52aS 

3-FFD  R27F, G29F, W52aD 

4-FFPA R27F, G29F, W52aP, R71A 

4-FFTL R27F, G29F, W52aT, R71L 
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2.2 Methods 

Model	  for	  vHH	  

A reduced model of the crystal (1HCV), which has been defined previously1, was used for 

computational economy. Briefly, 57 out of 117 amino acids of the VHH were included in our 

simulations. These residues comprise the hypervariable loops (H1, H2, and H3) along with 

proximal residues which may be important in determining and stabilizing the loop conformations; 

i.e., distal framework residues which are unlikely to have influence on the structure of the 

hypervariable loops were excluded. The backbone atoms of the residues in H4 (flanking positions 

71-77) are not restrained in the present study (in contrast to previous conformational and 

mutagenesis studies from our group31 1). The Cα, N and C backbone atoms that do not belong to 

the hypervariable loops were restrained (except H4) with a harmonic force constant of 2000 

kJ/nm, while backbone atoms in H1, H2, H3 and H4 along with side-chains from all residues 

were free to move. These restraints were imposed to simulate the limited motion of these residues 

in the folded domain. While such an approach may not provide the most accurate description of 

the folding dynamics of the H1 loop during folding of the VHH domain in vivo, it captures 1) the 

stability of the type-1 canonical conformation with respect to other possible H1 loop 

conformations, 2) the relative ease with which such a conformation is subject to rearrangement in 

the VHH domain for a mutant and, 3) evidence of the potential role of the H1 loop conformation 

and proximal residues in antigen recognition and binding. In all simulations, the N and C 

terminals of all simulated fragments were capped by acetyl and N-methyl groups respectively.  

As in the previous study1, this reduced model of 1HCV and the force field adopted 

(detailed below) were validated by conducting molecular dynamics and Bias Exchange 
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metadynamics simulations36,3746-4849,50 for the VHH Cab-CA05 domain (PDB code 1F2X)44,51 in 

explicit solvent. From these validation runs we confirmed that, in agreement with experiments, its 

H1 loop exhibits the type-1 canonical conformation. Additional details of this analysis are given 

in the SI section.   

All simulations employed the GROMACS52,53 software using the CHARMM2754,55 force field 

and the TIP3P model for water molecules. We run metadynamics simulations using the plugin 

PLUMED56. The starting structures for all mutants were generated by introducing the 

corresponding mutations in the reduced 1HCV crystal, followed by energy minimization, 

solvation and equilibration steps. All simulations were conducted in the NVT ensemble at T=300 

K. The leap-frog algorithm was used as the integrator with a time-step of 2 fs. The LINCS and 

SETTLE algorithms in GROMACS were used to constrain the length of all non-water57 and 

water bonds, respectively. Electrostatics were treated with particle-mesh Ewald (PME)58, using a 

short-range cutoff of 1.2 nm, and the van der Waals interactions were switched off between 1.0 

and 1.2 nm. 

Mutagenesis	  Strategy	  

In this work we revisit some of the mutants previously studied in implicit solvent, and 

suggest two new mutants to further illustrate the role of key proximal residues to the H1 loop.  

In the implicit solvent study, the residues at positions 27, 29 and 52a were chosen as key 

mutation sites for several reasons. Briefly, an analysis of H1 loop sequences of conventional 

antibodies initially indicated that the residues at positions 27 (R) and 29 (G) in the wildtype llama 

VHH were rarely observed in H1 loops of VHs. Incidentally, mutations in these two sites have 
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been proposed as a way to achieve augmented affinity in VHHs59. Similarly, residue 52a in H2 

was reported1 as being potentially important for preventing the formation of a type-1 H1 

conformation, due to possible clashing with the side-chain of a buried residue at position 29. The 

substitute residues for sites 27 and 29 were chosen therein1 on the basis of frequent occurrences 

(Y/F/T at position 27 and F/I/L at position 29) in the canonical type-1 H1 loops8,1012. Residue 

W52a was mutated to S/D in an attempt to decrease the steric hindrance caused by the bulky W 

side-chain at this position, by replacing this amino acid with ones having a smaller side-chain.  

The implicit solvent analysis showed that mutants with F substitutions at positions 27 and 29 

exhibited stability and higher propensity for the type-1 canonical conformation, and that the 

W52aS and W52aD mutations further increased the rigidity of this H1 canonical type. 

Consequently, these successful mutations for residues 27, 29 and 52a were also studied in this 

work and are summarized in Table 1. We further study two new mutants with 4 mutations – 2 

mutations in H1 at positions 27 (R27F) and 29 (G29F), 1 mutation in H2 at position 52a and 1 

mutation at position 71 (see Table 1). We chose position 71 as mutation site mainly because in 

preliminary simulations with mutant FFD we found that the R71 side-chain formed transient 

hydrogen bonds with the D52a and K76, and we wanted to test whether a charged-to-neutral 

substitution at position 71 would lead to a faster non-canonical to canonical transition by 

eliminating kinetic traps due to these hydrogen bonds. Moreover, it has been previously 

suggested that the size of the residue at position 71 is a major determinant of the spatial location 

and structure of the H2 loop of conventional VHs60. Based on these two precedents, we selected 

residues A and L, which have small hydrophobic side-chains, as substituents of R71 for the two 

4-mutants in Table 1. In general, residues 71-77 are believed to combine with H1, H2 and H3 to 

form a larger paratope61,62. This is further supported by affinity maturation studies which show 
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mutations in this region63,64. In a recent study33 which analyzed 27 VHH domains, it was found 

that these residues have a significantly higher structural divergence compared to VH loops. We 

will refer to these residues as the “H4” loop. We note that while the role of the H4 loop in 

antigen-binding may be less significant than that of loops H1, H2 and H3, previous studies and 

our preliminary simulations suggested that residue 71 on this loop can influence the structure of 

the H1 and H2 loops. Our choice of substituents for site 52a for the two 4-mutants in Table 1 

stemmed from work by Chothia et. al.10, who studied the protein sequences of 83 VH open 

reading frames (ORFs) and found that the most frequent combinations of residues in VHs with 

H1-type-1 and H2-type-2A loops are P/T/A and A/L/T, at positions 52a and 71, respectively.. 

Hence, the combinations P-A (see for instance antibody with PDB code 1MFA) and T-L (see for 

instance nanobody Cab-CA05, PDB code 1F2X) were chosen for the 52a-71 pair, to determine if 

a generally conserved combination would lead to an increased stability of the final canonical 

conformation (if exhibited) of the H1 loop.  

Thermodynamics	  and	  Free	  Energy	  Simulations:	  Metadynamics	  

 

In BE metadynamics, multiple molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (replicas) are run 

simultaneously, each biased with the metadynamics potential in one or two collective variables. 

Every few MD steps, a Monte-Carlo (MC) exchange-move is attempted based on: 
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where  and  are the coordinates of replica a and b and  is the metadynamics 

potential acting on replica r(a/b). This treatment allows for an efficient conformational search in 

a high-dimensional collective variable space without the requirement of biasing each simulation 

in more than two collective variables. The MC exchange step enhances conformational search in 

a fashion similar to that in REM. From each simulation, one obtains low-dimensional projections 

of the free-energy which can then be used to obtain an estimate of the higher-dimension free-

energy in CVs of interest. The low-dimensional free-energy projections after a sufficiently long 

time have been shown to fluctuate around an average which estimates the FE of the system in the 

chosen CV space. However, this is only true when the choice of CVs ensures that all “slow” 

degrees of freedom that may be important to the conformational transitions in the system of 

interest have been sampled. 

Collective	  Variables	  

The set of collective variables (CVs) used in our study is very different from the global 

collective variables that have been used in previous bias-exchange metadynamics studies for 

protein folding. We found that a combination of global and local parameters is required to 

provide a complete description of the loop mobility and conformational landscape. The transition, 

starting from the non-canonical conformation, for mutants with mutations at position 27 and 

position 29, displays a particularly rugged conformational landscape and the collective variables 

defined below are able to describe kinetic traps related to the conformation of the H1 loop. It is 

instructive to visualize the overall transition from the non-canonical to canonical conformation to 

understand the collective variables used. The transition can be broadly described to consist of two 

essential structural changes, in no particular order (see Figure 1): 

ax bx ),( txV G
r
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1) Floppy → Intermediate (F → I): The burial of the hydrophobic residue at position 29. This 

involves the formation of a 3-residue 3-10 helix-like structure in which the φ dihedrals become 

progressively negative and the ψ dihedrals become progressively positive at positions 29, 30 and 

31. The non-canonical (φ, ψ) combinations for residues 29, 30 and 31, in degrees, are (-66,-23), (-

88,-1), (-101,148) and those for the canonical type-1 conformation are (-54,-40), (-71,-9), (-98,-6), 

e.g., the canonical dihedrals corresponding to a 3-residue 3-10 helix. 

2) Intermediate → Type-1 canonical (I → C): The collapse of the phenylalanine side-chain 

at position 27, to interact with the aromatic ring of Y at position 32 forming a compact type-1 

canonical conformation of the H1 loop. 

 

Figure 2.1 Plausible steps in the transition from the F (floppy) -> I (intermediate) -> C (canonical 
type-1); Sidechains F27, F29 and Y32 (from left to right) are shown to illustrate this transition in 
two arbitrarily delineated steps; F →  I describes step 1, and I →  C describes step 2 
 

Keeping these two transitions in mind, we used the following set of collective variables for our 

simulations: 

1) d1 – The distance of the residue at position 29 from the hydrophobic core, measured as the 

distance between the center of mass (COM) of the heavy atoms in residue 29, and the 

COM of the backbone atoms in residues I69 and T77. 

2) ψS30 – The Cα-C backbone dihedral of residue at position 30 (S). 

CF I
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3) ψT31 – The Cα-C backbone dihedral of residue at position 31 (T).  

  

CV d1 captures the F → I transition. The type-1 canonical conformation with a kink at 

position 29 and a buried hydrophobic side-chain is characterized by a small value of d1.  The 

CVs ψS30 and ψT31 are part of the 3-residue 3-10 helix (at positions 29, 30, 31) in a type-1 

canonical conformation and have characteristic negative values in this state. CVs 1, 2 and 3 

can completely define the burial of a hydrophobic phenylalanine residue at position 29. 

 

4) d2 – The distance between the side-chain at position 32 (Y) and the side-chain at position 

27 (R/F). This captures changes in step I → C (see Figure 1). 

5) d3 – The distance between the COM of the side-chains of the residue at position 52a on 

the H2 loop and that of residue at position 76 (K) on the H4 loop. This describes a local 

feature that prevents the hydrophobic side-chain of residue 29 from packing into the 

hydrophobic core, and captures the potential influence of loops H2 and H4 on the burial 

of the side-chain at position 29. 

6) d4 – The distance between the COM of the side-chain at position 71 (R/A/L) and the 

COM of the backbone atoms of residue 34. It was observed in preliminary simulations 

(run without this CV) that the side-chain at position 71 frequently inhabits the place that 

the side-chain of residue 29 occupies in the type-1 canonical conformation. This is the 

second CV that captures the dependence of the burial of the F29 side-chain on local 

features of the protein – in this case – the residues in the H4 loop. 
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Details	  of	  the	  BE	  Simulations	  

For bias-exchange (BE) metadynamics, we used 6 replicas for mutants FFSa, FFD and 

FFTL, 1 unbiased and the other 5 biased over different CV pairs: d1 and ψS30, d2 and ψS30, d1 and 

d3, d1 and d4, and ψS30 and ψT31, respectively. For mutant FFPA, we used 5 replicas, 1 unbiased 

and the other 4 biased in d1 and ψS30, d2 and ψS30, d1 and d3, and ψS30 and ψT31, respectively. The 

d1 and d4 biased replica was not used for this mutant because the A71 side-chain (unlike R and L) 

is small and we do not expect its distance from the H1 loop (d4) to be a crucial factor in 

determining the F29 side-chain positioning for the type-1 canonical conformation. For the 

wildtype and the Fa mutant, we used 4 replicas, 1 unbiased and the other 3 biased in d1 and ψS30, 

d2 and ψS30, and ψS30 and ψT31, respectively. Since Wt and Fa have G at position 29, the role of 

parameters d3 and d4 was not considered important in hindering the position of the side-chain of 

the residue at position 29. 

One-dimensional FE profiles were also hard to interpret as multiple conformations could 

correspond to the same CV; e.g., multiple conformations may have a d1 value that corresponds to 

the type-1 canonical conformation, but only a specific value of the ψS30 dihedral for small d1 

values distinguishes it from the rest. Hence, a replica in which d1 and ψS30 dihedral were biased 

simultaneously resulted in FE profiles that were easy to interpret. Moreover, the CVs describing 

local features were combined with a global CV, resulting in FE profiles which were informative 

as to the correspondence of particular local features with global features (e.g., both d2 and d4 

distances only become important for small d1 values). Since we are trying to encapsulate the high 

dimensional space of atomic coordinates that define loop conformation basins into the low-

dimensional space of a few CVs, the minimal set of CVs needed to sample the type-1 canonical 
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conformation, starting from a floppy/non-canonical conformation, was found from preliminary 

two-dimensional metadynamics simulations of mutants FFSa and FFD in d1 and ψS30. In 

particular, we examined 22 CVs, including the dihedrals of all backbone residues in the H1 loop, 

the RMSD of the H1 loop from a type-1 canonical conformation, the number of native contacts 

of all c-alpha and c-gamma atoms, d1-d4, the number of protein-water contacts, and the dihedral 

correlation for S30 and T31 residues.  

Gaussian hills of height 0.1 kJ/mol were added every ps. The BE simulations converged 

in ~50-100 ns for the different mutants and were run for additional 10 ns at a reduced hill 

deposition rate of 0.01 kJ/mol per ps to obtain statistics for the final free-energy “FE” landscapes. 

Calculation	  of	  percentage	  of	  conformations	  belonging	  to	  different	  clusters	  

The percentage of conformations belonging to a particular cluster is found by calculating area 

under the FE curve in a three-dimensional CV space formed by CVs d1, ψS30 and ψT31. The limits 

for the integration were determined by the largest cube encompassing all conformations with an 

FE under 3kBT from the FE minima for that cluster. 

 

Kinetics:	  Kinetic	  Monte	  Carlo	  

From the low-dimensional FE obtained from each replica, we constructed a multi-dimensional 

FE to account for all the important CVs. We then followed an approach similar to that described 

previously50 to construct a Markovian kinetic model based on binning the FE data in the CV 
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space. This model assumes that the transitions between bins can be considered as diffusion in the 

CV space biased by the FE. The rate constants in such a case can be expressed as65,66: 

( )
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where 00
βααβ kk = , are the rates associated with a flat FE surface. With the purpose of obtaining 

approximate relative rates of transition between important macrostates of the system, we set all

)1(0 Ok =αβ . While this is a simplifying assumption, we find it sufficient for the purpose of 

estimating relative rates (assuming that the exponential factor is dominant), and describing the 

important transitional steps in going from the floppy to the compact type-1 canonical 

conformation. This approach also allows us to qualitatively compare the mutants’ propensities to 

sample different conformations, which may be a measure of their inherent flexibility. Once the 

data is gridded and rate constants are determined for transitions between nearest neighbor bins 

based on equation (1), we use both an analytical and a numerical (Kinetic Monte Carlo or KMC) 

approach for obtaining mean first passage times between important macrostates or basins. 

The analytical solution is based on the equations derived for the milestoning67,68 approach. The 

cited method can be approximately mapped into ours by identifying their milestones with our 

“bins” in CV space. The authors derive these equations for the case when the jumps between the 

bins can be described as a Markov jump process, such that the probability of a system to jump 

from state i at time t, to state j at time tΔ , is independent of all states before i. The rate of such a 

transition can be described in terms of rates ijq  for each pair of bins. Then the master equation of 

the Markov jump process can be written as, 
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)()( tQ
dt
td ρρ =  

2.3 

where )(tρ  is a row vector in which row i is the probability of finding the system in state i at 

time t and Q is the rate matrix such that its off-diagonal entries are given by ijq  and diagonal 

entries are given by ∑
≠

−
ij

ijq . 

To obtain an estimate of the mean first passage times, the authors derive an analytical expression 

which only depends on Q: 

−=NTQ̂  2.4 

where Q̂  is the N-1 × N-1 matrix obtained by deleting the row and column corresponding to the 

Nth milestone (bin) rendering it a cemetery state, NT  is a column vector with N-1 entries, ith entry 

corresponding to the mean first passage time (MFPT) of the ith milestone to the Nth milestone. It 

is also shown that if one uses optimal milestones (i.e. milestones in which successive transitions 

are statistically independent), equation S3 gives the exact expression for the mean first passage 

time to milestone TN. 

We use this approach to obtain MFPTs for transitions among different basins in the CV 

space, assuming that for a certain optimal grid spacing the transitions become Markovian. 

Accordingly, we found the maximum grid spacing for which the ratio of transition rates between 

different basins in a high-dimension CV space remains constant. For each grid-spacing, the FE 

for each microstate was evaluated as the average over all conformations that lie within the 3D 

cube formed by the 3 CVs. As the grid-spacing increases, we average over larger regions in the 
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3D CV space, obtaining increasingly higher coarse-grained estimates of the FE. When the grid 

spacing is coarse-grained further (potentially erasing important local features of the landscape), 

we see a reversal of trend in the rates of transition between different basins and the analytical, 

and KMC results start diverging. We therefore aim to choose a grid spacing which is sufficiently 

small to accurately describe the changes in the FE in the chosen CV space and sufficiently large 

such that “fast” motions within each bin can be ignored. We tested this approach with a model 

potential (Muller potential), which has also been used in a previous work68. We were able to 

obtain identical results from KMC and equation S3 using rate constants between microstates (or 

bins) of the form 2 (in the main text). By recording the sequence in which the events occur in the 

KMC simulation, we generate an ensemble of pathways for the transition. 

Validation	  of	  Force	  field	  

To validate the use of the CHARMM27-CMAP force field in explicit solvent for our system, we 

conducted molecular dynamics and BE metadynamics simulations of the VHH Cab-CA05 (PDB 

code 1F2X). This VHH exhibits the type-1 canonical conformation of the H1 loop. We used the 

pre-folded framework approach as described in the main article. The FE profiles obtained from 

BE metadynamics are shown in Figure 2. These simulations were started from the type-1 

canonical conformation. The FE profiles confirm the presence of a deep basin corresponding to 

the stable canonical conformation. 
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Figure 2.2 2-D Free Eenergy profiles for CAB-CA05 VHH. Black circles mark basins corresponding 
to the type-1 canonical conformation 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

Overview	  

The results of biased-exchange metadynamics for Wt and the mutants are summarized in Figures 

3, 4, 5 and 6. In Figures 2a-2c (Wt, Fa, FF) and 3a-3c (FFSa, FFD, FFPA), we show the FE 

profiles obtained for replicas biased in the CV spaces of ψS30 vs. d1 (2-dimensional) and the 

isosurfaces obtained for FE values ~ 3-5kT from the lowest FE in the 3-dimensional CV space d1, 

ψS30  and ψT31. As mentioned earlier, these are the three most important CVs and are sufficient to 

compare the conformational equilibria of the mutants. The figure also shows the conformations 

corresponding to the important basins observed in the FE profiles (the conformations are color 

coded to represent specific clusters of stable conformations). These basins are obtained by 

combining FE results for CVs d1, ψS30 and ψT31, producing FE basins in a three-dimensional CV 

space. For the Wt H1 loops, floppy conformations are mainly observed, characterized by large 
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values of d1 and broad basins. For the mutants, new basins are created for smaller d1 values. 

Moreover, as the number of mutations increases from one to three (Fa to FFSa), the canonical 

basin (for smaller d1 values) becomes deeper, i.e., more stable. The Fa mutant with R27F 

mutation has a new FE basin (with respect to the Wt FE basins) corresponding to smaller d1 

values, though it does not correspond to the type-1 canonical conformation.  Interestingly, for the 

mutants with two or more favorable mutations we observed a FE basin corresponding to the H1 

type-1 canonical conformation; in particular, mutants FF, FFSa, FFD and FFPA resided in such a 

basin with a probability of 10%, 22%, 5%, and 8%, respectively. In effect, one can generate H1 

loops with varying propensity towards a type-1 structure by mutating residues at these key 

positions. We explain this in more detail in the following sections, by discussing important 

features obtained from our analysis of the FE profiles for Wt and each mutant. 
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Figure 2.3 Summary of FE study of a) Wt, b) Fa and c) FF. Left: 2-dimensional FE profiles in the 2 
most important CVs for the H1 loop of the Wt and mutants; flags mark the center of the stable 
conformations. Center: Iso-surfaces of minimum FE clusters in 3 CVs; color of each isosurface 
corresponds to a particular set of conformations. The colors of flags (in the 2-dimensional profiles), 
isosurfaces (in the 3-dimensional profiles) and the conformations agree. Canonical 
basin/conformation, if observed, is shown in red.  
 

Wildtype	  (Wt)	  

The crystal and NMR structures for the wildtype llama VHH have been solved. The backbones of 

the two structures superimpose well, with an RMSD value of 1.68 Å.  
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In a previous implicit solvent study, it was found from the last 5ns of a 10 ns REM simulation 

that 35% of the H1 configurations sampled by the replica at 300 K had an RMSD < 1.2 Å from 

the 1HCV crystal structure and no conformations were found with an RMSD within 1.2 Å from 

the type-1 canonical structure. 

A threshold value of 1.5 Å is used for reporting the RMSD from reference structures in 

this study. Like in the NMR study, we see that the H1 loop in the wildtype VHH appears to have 

many possible conformations characterized by multiple broad FE wells (see ψS30 vs. d1 FE plot) 

accommodating many H1 loop conformations. The structures from the cluster analysis of the 

broad free-energy minima are shown in Figure 2a. 57% of the conformations from the basin at 

d1~1.7nm and ψS30~0.0 radians have an RMSD > 2.0 Å and only 19% have an RMSD < 1.5 Å 

with respect to 1HCV. A narrow but shallow free-energy minimum at d1 ~ 1.4 nm is 

representative of the 1HCV H1 loop with an RMSD > 2 Å for 10% and <1.5 Å for 62% of the 

conformations.  

The ψS30 and ψT31 dihedrals in the 20 best structures calculated from the NMR study lie in 

the range ~ -1.3 to 0.87 and -0.52 to 0.73 radians (calculated from PDB structures, 1G9E), 

respectively. The ψS30 and ψT31 FE plot (Figure 3a) shows that this region corresponds to FE 

minima, also coinciding with the one for the ψS30 vs. d1 plot. 

The ψS30 vs. d2 FE plot shows that there is a global FE minimum in this CV space for small 

values of d2. While d2 is the distance between the R27 and Y32 side-chains, in the conformations 

representing these small d2 values it is the interaction between the side-chains of R27 and Y32, 

E96 and D101 that seems to cause a small d2 value, exhibiting the association between the H1 

and H3 loops through side-chain interactions. These findings cannot be verified since the R27 
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side-chain is absent in 1HCV, due to the low density of this X-ray crystal structure. The NMR 

conformations, on the other hand, show a similar association in only 1 out of the 20 best 

structures. Our observations also corroborate the implicit-solvent simulation results of Fenwick 

and Escobedo31 who found that the R27 residue forms a salt bridge with D101 residue that 

mimics the effect of an arginine at position 94 (common residue at position 94 in H3 loops of 

conventional antibodies, absent here). We also observe, in the representative conformations from 

the main basins in the Wt landscape, R27, D101 and E96 interact closely (H-bonds between N 

and O residues on the side-chains, lengths < 4 Å). One can further hypothesize that R27 in the H1 

loop interacts with D101 and E96 in the H3 loop, and Y32 in the H1 loop interacts with W52a in 

the H2 loop, thereby “coordinating” the cooperative motion of the three loops. 

2.3.1.1 Mutant Fa 

In the implicit solvent study1, the Fa mutant was found to exhibit both type-1 canonical (10% of 

equilibrium conformations) and wildtype non-canonical H1 conformations. The results of the 

biased metadynamics simulations are summarized in Figure 3b (and SI Figures 5, 6). Upon 

comparison of the ψS30 vs. d1 FE plots for Wt and Fa, it is clear that a new FE basin is generated 

for d1 ~1.2 nm. For this basin, 15% of the conformations have an RMSD <1.5 Å from the type-1 

canonical conformation. However, the most populated cluster for this basin has a representative 

conformation with an alpha-helix formed by residues F27, T28, G29, and S30. In the same plot, 

the FE basin at d1 ~ 1.4 nm and ψS30 ~ -0.8 radians (Figure 3b, blue isosurface and conformation), 

has an RMSD ~ 3.8 Å from the 1HCV non-canonical conformation. The mutation R27F also 

disrupts the electrostatic interactions between R27, D101 and E96 residues which were observed 

in the Wt conformations; on the other hand, one sees now more variability in the H2 loop 

conformation which correlates with the variability in the H1 loop conformation. In short, these 
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results suggest that one mutation at position 27 in the H1 loop increases the propensity for 

conformations with lower d1 values, albeit not sufficient to form a stable type-1 canonical basin.  

 

 

2.3.1.2 Mutant FF 

This mutant has two mutations at the key positions 27 and 29 in the H1 loop. In the implicit 

solvent study1, the FF mutant was found to exhibit both type-1 canonical (70% of equilibrium 

conformations) and wildtype non-canonical conformations). In the BE metadynamics simulations, 

a new basin is seen at d1 ~ 0.9 nm and ψS30 ~ -1.0 radians in the ψS30 vs. d1 FE plot (Figure 3c). 

The conformation corresponding to this basin is shown in Figure 3c (red) and 5a, where we 

observe the burial of F at position 29. While the side-chains of F27, F29 and Y32 may have some 

deviation from a type-1 canonical conformation, 99% of the conformations corresponding to this 

basin have an RMSD < 1.5 Å from the type-1 canonical conformation (Figure 8). Moreover, 

while the canonical basin in the d1 vs. ψS30 FE profile is narrow and well-defined, it is not so in 

the ψS30 and ψT31 profile as it merges with another basin, exhibiting a tendency towards a 

conformation with dihedrals that deviate from those for the canonical basin (Figure 5c).  
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Figure 2.4 Summary of FE study of d) FFSa, e) FFD and f) FFPA. Left: 2-dimensional FE profiles 
in the 2  most important CVs for the H1 loop of the Wt and mutants; Flags mark the center of the 
stable conformations. Center: Isosurfaces of minimum FE clusters in 3 CVs; color of each isosurface 
corresponds to a particular set of conformations. The colors of flags (in the 2-dimensional profiles), 
isosurfaces (in the 3-dimensional profiles) and the conformations agree. See axes and structure 
guide in Figure 2 for more details. The canonical conformation, if observed, is shown in red. 
Isosurface and conformation shown in FFPA mutant are the closest to those of the type-1 canonical 
structure. 
 

Mutants	  FFSa,	  FFD	  

In the implicit solvent simulations, these mutants were found to adopt a stable type-1 H1 

canonical conformation. The FE profiles obtained from the two BE metadynamics simulations 

are shown in Figures 4d and 4e. The type-1 canonical conformation is represented by a narrow, 

stable basin in these plots, partially validating the findings of the implicit solvent study. 
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For the FFSa mutant, the FE landscape appears extremely rugged with more than one 

stable conformation accessible to the H1 loop. Let us first consider the FE basin for large values 

of d1. In the ψS30 vs. d1 (Figure 4d), d3 vs. d1 and d4 vs. d1 plots (see Figure 6 for details on the FE 

profiles for CVs d3 and d4), we observe a FE basin corresponding to d1 ~ 1.8 nm and ψS30 ~ 3.14 

radians, d3 ~ 1.0 nm and d4 ~ 0.8 nm. The representative conformation is shown in Figure 4d 

(cyan); this is an extended structure and the H1 loop side-chains are fully exposed to the solvent, 

as in the non-canonical conformation. Another FE basin exists at d1 ~ 1.2 nm which corresponds 

to an intermediate basin discussed in more detail in the section on pseudo-kinetics. The FE basins 

at d1 ~ 1 nm are the most interesting; the most stable one at ψS30 ~ -0.8 radians represents a type-1 

canonical structure (red, others green). The conformations around this basin in the d1 vs. ψS30 

free-energy profile are structurally close to the type-1 canonical conformation and, as we show 

later, may exist in equilibrium with this canonical type (and play a role in antigen-binding). 

These FE profiles (Figure 4d) illustrate that the flexibility of the loops makes it difficult to 

transition from the initial floppy conformation (large d1, root mean square fluctuation “RMSF” ~ 

0.2±0.02 nm) to the final type-1 canonical conformation (small d1, RMSF ~ 0.13±0.01nm) due to 

the multiple kinetic traps separating the two states. The overall transition can be characterized as 

a disorder-to-order transition, especially when one considers the importance of packing the F29, 

S52a, R71 and K76 side-chains in the cavity formed by the H1, H2 and H4 loops, together with 

the proper positioning of the F27 and Y32 side-chains, shielding the hydrophobic core on all 

sides. This packed cavity lowers the FE of the type-1 basin relative to those of the surrounding 

basins, in which the cavity is partially exposed to water molecules: the aromatic-aromatic69 and 

aromatic-amino70 interactions among the aromatic rings (27F, 29F, 32Y) and the amino groups in 

arginine and lysine (R71, K76) and hydrophobic interactions. This canonical basin also gains 
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additional entropy by shielding the F29 side-chain from water, increasing the entropy of water 

molecules that would otherwise be ordered around these side-chains to minimize unfavorable 

interactions with aromatic rings. However, this effect may not be sufficient to stabilize the loop 

in this conformation entirely, thereby leading to many conformational isomers. At the end of this 

section, we discuss this in the context of the hydrogen bonding patterns observed for the H1 type-

1 canonical conformation obtained for mutants FF, FFSa, FFD and FFPA (Figure 5). 

The FE profiles of the FFD mutant are summarized in Figure 4e. Similar to the FFSa case, 

FFD has multiple FE basins; however, the type-1 canonical basin observed at d1~ 1.0 nm is not 

surrounded by other basins. Moreover, in the ψS30 vs. d1 FE plot (Figure 4e), this basin is not 

characterized by a narrow FE well. The d3 vs. d1 and d4 vs. d1 FE plots offer additional details. 

The distributions in RMSD values from a type-1 H1 structure (PDB code 1DFB), for the basins 

representing this H1 loop type are shown in Figure 8, for FF, FFSa and FFD mutants. 
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Mutants	  FFPA	  and	  FFTL	  

In the type-2A canonical conformation for the H2 loop observed in conventional antibodies, 

residue combinations P-A and T-L are commonly observed at positions 52a and 71. As explained 

earlier, the purpose of making similar mutations to the H2 loop is to determine if a better 

conserved combination provided higher stability to the final canonical conformation of the H1 

loop. The FE profile for the FFPA mutant is shown in Figure 4f. For the specific region 

characterizing the canonical basin (d1~1.0 nm, d2 ~ 0.5 nm, ψS30 ~ -1.0, ψT31 ~ -0.3), we did not 

find a stable FE well for the FFPA or FFTL mutants.  

A closer look at the stable basins closest to the type-1 canonical conformation in our 

simulations suggests that the K76 side-chain interacts with the H1 backbone (Figure 7d). This 

prevents the F27 side-chain from collapsing to form the compact canonical conformation. To 

understand the role of the residue at position 76, we investigated which is the most frequently 

occurring amino-acid at this position in conventional VH ORFs. We found that while the two 

combinations (P-A and T-L) are observed in gene families with both H1 type-1 and H2 type-2A 

canonical loops, a serine rather than a lysine is conserved at position 76 for all ORFs 

corresponding to these gene families. In fact, S is observed almost exclusively at position 76 

when P is at position 52a and A is at position 71. Two representative cases are antibodies 1MFA 

and 1TET (PDB codes), which have the combinations P-A and T-L, respectively, and exhibit H1 

type-1 and H2 type-2A canonical conformations, Antibody 1MFA has a T at position 76, whereas 

1TET has an S at that site. Interestingly, both PDB structures reveal hydrogen-bonding patterns 

similar to those observed for FFPA (Figure 7 d) except that the H-bond between the side-chain of 

residue 76 and the H1 backbone is missing. This might be due to the smaller size of the T and S 
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side-chains, which prevents them from being within H-bonding distance of the H1 backbone, as 

observed for the longer K76 side-chain of the llama VHH. While we haven’t conducted any 

simulations to test the effects of the K76S mutation, our results for FFPA and FFTL show that the 

H1 type-1 canonical conformation has not become more stable (relative to the FF mutant) by 

adding mutations that disregard the packing of side-chains in the cavity formed by the H2 and H4 

loops. 

It is also informative to compare the hydrogen bonding patterns of the canonical loops obtained 

for mutants FF, FFSa, FFD and the canonical-like conformation for mutant FFPA shown in 

Figure 7. It appears that the number of hydrogen bonds is maximized for the FFD mutant (17), 

followed by FF and FFSa (11 and 10 respectively) and then FFPA (8). Both inter-loop and intra-

loop bonds are maximized for the canonical conformation of FFD. Besides H-bonding, non-

electrostatic interactions such as hydrophobic, amino-aromatic and aromatic-aromatic contacts 

also play an important role in the stabilization of these compounds. Also, despite that one of our 

markers of stabilization towards an H1 type-1 loop is the burial of hydrophobic side-chains F27 

and F29, there exists an interplay between the decrease in protein degrees of freedom upon burial 

of these side-chains, and the increase in entropy upon releasing (to bulk) the waters that are 

ordered around these hydrophobic side-chains while they are exposed to solvent. This interplay 

can lead to different outcomes; for instance, we observe that for mutants FF, FFSa and FFD, 

floppy as well as compact-canonical conformations are stabilized to varying extents. 
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Figure 2.5 2-D FE profiles for Wt and mutants in CVs d1, ψS30, ψT31 
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Figure 2.6 2-D FE profiles for mutants FFSa, FFD, FFPA and FFTL in CVs d1, ψS30, d3 and d4 
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Figure 2.7 H1 type-1 canonical conformations obtained from BE Metadynamics for a) FF b) FFSa c) 
FFD d) FFPA mutants. The H1 loop is colored black, and residues marked in green (carbon), blue 
(nitrogen) and red (oxygen) correspond to important proximal residues within loops H2 and H4. 
The text in red highlights mutation sites. 
 

 

Figure 2.8 RMSD from an H1 type-1 canonical conformation of a reference structure (PDB code 
1DFB), for the type-1 canonical basins of FF, FFSa, FFD, FFPA and FFTL. 
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Pseudo-‐Kinetics	  Results	  

For the purpose of constructing a Markov model, we use the 3-D CV space in d1, ψS30, and ψT31, 

and compare the kinetics for FF, FFSa and FFD mutants which we take to be a representative set 

(e.g., embodying different FE profiles and propensities toward the H1 type-1 canonical structure). 

The principal basins in the 3-D CV space are defined in Tables 2, 3 and 4, and the corresponding 

conformations in the 3-D CV space are shown in Figures 3c, 4d, and 4e. While FF and FFSa 

seem to have multiple intermediate (I) basins between the floppy (F) basin (characterized by a 

large value of d1) and the type-1 canonical basin (C), the FFD mutant seems to exhibit no 

intermediate basins. This is further reflected in the mean first passage times (MFPTs) 

summarized in Table 5. The MFPTs obtained from both KMC and via an analytical solution are 

in good agreement. Let us first compare the F↔C transition for FF, FFSa and FFD. The MFPT 

for the F→C transition in FF and FFSa is comparable to (though slightly higher than) the reverse 

transition, whereas for FFD it is an order of magnitude higher. The C→F (and to other I states) 

transition, on the other hand, provides information on the accessibility and ease of transition of 

the H1 loop from the type-1 canonical state to nearby partially “folded” non-canonical 

conformations that may play a role in cooperative changes in the H2 and H3 loops (relevant to 

binding).  In this context, FFD may have the most “stable” type-1 canonical conformation for the 

H1 loop if it were accessed before the F basin during an actual folding event as its C→F 

transition has a much higher MFPT than FF and FFSa, and has the least flexible H1 loop. In other 

words, in FFD the canonical basin provides the strongest kinetic trapping. Moreover, as noted in 

the previous section, FFD exhibits the most number of hydrogen- bonds in the cavity formed by 

H1, H2 and H4 loops (Figure 7c). This may be a contributing factor in the increased stability of 
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its canonical conformation and the lack conformational isomers as in the case of FFSa. This 

complements the idea that the canonical to non-canonical transition of the H1 loop is an order-to-

disorder transition in which involves the breakage of both intra- and inter-loop hydrogen-bonds. 

We also generated an ensemble of paths for these transitions, by recording the sequence 

of events in the KMC simulation. We did this for the F→C transition of the FFSa mutant. The 

most probable pathways thus obtained are shown in Figure 9. Out of 1682 pathways, 1418 (84%) 

visit basin I4, 190 (11%) visit basin I2, 74 visit basin I1 and only 1 visits basin F just before 

reaching basin C. These pseudo-pathways suggest that the preferred route for this transition is 

through the intermediate basin I4. 

 

Table 2.2 3-D basins for FF mutant 

Basi

n 

Boundaries  

d1, ψS30, ψT31 

% of all  

conformations 

Color code in Figure 2c 

F (1.7,1.9), (-1.0,0.0), (-1.0, 0.0) 25 Cyan 

I1 (1.25,1.4), (0.0,1.0), (-

1.0,3.14) 

4 Blue 

I2 (1.05,1.15),(2.0,3.14),(-

1.0,3.14) 

20 Green 

C (0.85,1.0),(-1.0,0.0),(-1.0,0.0) 10 Red 
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Table 2.3 3-D basins for FFSa mutant 

Basi

n 

Boundaries  

d1, ψS30, ψT31 

% of all  

conformations 

Color code in 

Figure 3a 

F (1.3,2.0), (2.4,3.14), 

(0.5,2.8) 

37 Cyan 

I1 (1.25,1.6), (0.0,1.2), 

(0.5,1.8) 

18 Blue 

I2 (1.0,1.2), (-2.5,-1.0), (-

1.5,1.5) 

0.1 Not shown 

I3 (0.95,1.15), (1.5,3.0), 

(0.5,2.0) 

2 Dark Green 

I4 (0.95,1.15), (0.2,1.5), (-

2.0,1.5) 

3 Green 

C (0.85,1.0), (-1.2,-0.2), 

(-1.0,1.8) 

22 Red 

Table 2.4 3-D basins for FFD mutant 

Basi

n 

Boundaries  

d1, ψS30, ψT31 

% of all  

conformations 

Color code 

in Figure 3b 
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F (1.7,2.1), (-3.14,0.0), 

(1.0,3.14) 

84 Cyan 

C (0.85,1.1),(-1.0,0.0),(-

1.0,0.5) 

5 Red 

 

Table 2.5 MFPTs for transitions to and from the H1 type-1 canonical basin for the FF, FFSa and 

FFD mutants. Transition time reported in MC steps. 

Transition FF  FFSa  FFD 

C→I1 (C ← 

I1) 

239 (495)  418 

(1172) 

--- 

C→I2 (C ← 

I2) 

225 (533) 1540 (19) --- 

C→I3 (C ← 

I3) 

--- 514 

(1084) 

--- 

C→I4 (C ← 

I4) 

--- 409 

(1059)  

--- 

C →F (C ← F) 309 (533) 557 

(1282) 

2423 (67251) 
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The conformations sampled in our simulations correspond to an “initial condition” where the 

framework region is prefolded, and need not match the transient configurations occurring when 

the VHH domain is folding from some initial state (e.g., a random coil). Our prefolded-

framework simulations do reveal the different conformational basins that can occur at 

equilibrium, but cannot determine which basin may be encountered first (given some initial 

conditions).  

 

Figure 2.9 Relevant transition pathways proposed for the F ->C transition of the FFSa mutant. Also 
reported, is the percentage of pathways visiting basins I4/I1/I2 before reaching basin C. Color 
scheme same as the one used in Figure 4d. 
 

Role	  of	  key-‐residues	  and	  proximal	  residues	  

For the transition studied, we found that packing of the hydrophobic residue at position 29 in the 

H1 loop depends on residues in loops H2 and H4. Depending on the size and nature (hydrophobic, 

hydrophilic or aromatic) of the residues comprising these loops and how they collectively pack in 

the cavity formed by the H1, H2 and H4 loops, the H1 and H2 loops may have “rigid” or floppy 

F CI1

I2

I4

11%
84%

4%

% trajectories for each path
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conformations. For hypervariable regions whose H1 and H2 loops do not rearrange during 

antigen binding, one would expect to have less floppy loops – characterized by strong 

interactions between the side-chains of residues in this cavity. The interactions between side-

chains in this cavity may also give rise to cooperative rearrangement of the three hypervariable 

loops. In the wildtype llama, the H1 loop has a G at position 29, in contrast to the phenylalanine 

primarily observed in type-1 canonical loops. The NMR rate constants suggest that the H1 loop is 

the floppiest, and that the H1 and H2 loops can be associated with slow conformational changes 

that may take place during binding. This indirectly suggests a specific role for the residue at 

position 29. By replacing the F (I/L) present in conventional H1 loops with a G, the llama 

antibody may achieve a more flexible H1 loop allowing it to compensate for a rather short H3 

loop. Moreover, the H2 loop has a W at position 52a in the wildtype and its side-chain does not 

directly interact with G at position 29, given that this residue lacks a side-chain. The overall 

motion of the H1 loop is more closely coupled with that of the residues at positions 31 and 32, 

which have been conjectured to participate in binding. Incidentally, residues 31 and 32 and 

residues from the H2 loop have high R2 (Hz) and Rex (Hz) values which correspond to slow 

conformational changes. Thus, H1 may play the role of orchestrating conformational changes in 

the H2 and H3 loops through residues R27 and Y32. 

Overall, our results support the idea that the “folding” of the H1 loop from a floppy or 

random coil conformation to a type-1 canonical conformation, can be broadly described by two 

transitions: (i) the burial of a hydrophobic side-chain at position 29, and (ii) the collapse of the 

side-chain at position 27 (usually F/Y).  Upon investigating the role of residue 71 through 

mutants FFSa, FFD, FFPA and FFTL, we found that this residue interacts with others in the H1 

and H2 loops to alter the stability of the H1 loop conformation. It was initially expected that 
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mutants FFPA and FFTL would further stabilize the canonical conformation; however, this was 

not the case. This behavior is likely due to unfavorable interactions between the K76 side-chain 

and the H1 loop backbone. It is hypothesized, based on a subsequent sequence analysis of 

conventional antibodies with combinations P-A and T-L at positions 52a-71, that a smaller 

hydrophilic residue like serine or threonine may remedy this.  

 

 

Figure 2.10 Evidence of conformational isomers of the type-1 canonical conformation in 
experimentally characterized antibody SPE7 juxtaposed with I4 conformation of the FFSa mutant. 
Left: Conformational isomer (I, from PDB structure 1OCW) for antibody SPE7. Right: 
Conformational isomer (I4) for mutant FFSa 

2.4 Conclusions 

In this work we have shown that the FE landscape of the llama VHH H1 loop tilts from a stable 

non-canonical conformation for the Wt, to a stable type-1 canonical conformation for the 3-point 

mutant FFSa. We have also studied other mutants with different intermediate degrees of 

propensity towards a type-1 H1 canonical structure. The FE profiles provide evidence of the 

conformational isomerism of the H1 loop. Proximal residues at positions 52a, 71 and 76 have 

been identified in our simulations as playing an important role in determining the conformational 

states of the H1 loop. The results obtained via pseudo-kinetic simulations of a Markovian model 

suggest that while FFSa samples the H1 type-1 canonical basin with the highest frequency among 

all the mutants studied, it may be susceptible to transition between conformational isomers; in 

contrast, FFD may have a more rigid and kinetically stable canonical conformation. This 

I 
(SPE7)

I3 
(FFSa)
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highlights the importance of a single mutation at position 52a in determining the conformational 

flexibility of the H1 loop.  

Our results serve to validate some of the most important results of the earlier VHH mutagenesis 

study conducted in implicit solvent. Indeed, we also found that mutants FF, FFSa and FFD 

exhibit a FE basin for the H1 type-1 canonical conformation, and that residues at positions 27, 29 

and 52a play a key role in determining the stability of this canonical type. However, our results 

for mutant Fa differ from those reported in the implicit solvent study, in that we did not observe a 

well-populated H1 type-1 canonical basin.  We believe that this discrepancy is only partially due 

to differences in the solvation and/or energy models, given that the results for mutants FF, FFSa 

and FFD are qualitatively consistent with those of the implicit solvent study. More importantly, 

we think that the CV d1 is not well suited to describe the F → C transition for Fa mutant because, 

unlike the other mutants which have a hydrophobic sidechain at position 29,  Fa does not; in fact, 

its residue G29 lacks a side-chain which hence renders d1 a poor indicator  for the quality of 

hydrophobic core formation. Overall, for the 1Fa mutant, a combination of backbone dihedrals 

for residue 29 (instead of d1) along with the other CVs may have been a more suitable choice to 

sample the conformational space pertinent to the H1 type-1 canonical basin. As additional 

findings, our explicit-solvent simulation results unveiled the diverse range of conformational 

isomerism that the H1 loop can exhibit and demonstrated the key role played by residues 

proximal to the H1 loop in determining the most accessible conformational isomers. This could 

be an important step in understanding cross-reactivity of antibodies and improve their rational 

design.  

Our work also leads us to conclude that replica exchange simulations in implicit solvent 

may be a fast and reliable way to predict stable conformations of VHH loops, since it agrees 
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fairly well with our explicit solvent simulation results, at least in terms of predicting the relative 

propensities towards a type-1 canonical conformation. However, explicit solvent simulations 

reveal a more detailed and realistic picture of the conformational landscape of the wildtype VHH 

and its mutants, at the expense of requiring more extensive sampling to negotiate the increased 

ruggedness of the energy landscape. . 

Many studies34,38,39,41-4371-75 have found that antibodies may exist in multiple 

configurations or isomers even before exposure to antigens. Our results also highlight such 

antibody isomerism pre-binding. Specifically, a conformational landscape for the H1 loop (and/or 

other loops) that is characterized by multiple stable/metastable states separated by small energy 

barriers, may have evolved to undergo conformational rearrangement during binding (e.g., FFSa 

and Wt), or may pre-exist in equilibrium with its isomers even before the antigen comes into the 

picture. On the other hand, an antibody with a stable structure separated from other metastable 

states by a large energy barrier may be less likely to exhibit conformational isomerism before the 

antigen approaches it (e.g., FFD). Moreover, one may conjecture that such an antibody would be 

less likely to undergo conformational rearrangement, and thus more prone to bind via a lock-key 

type mechanism. To illustrate the potential role that the isomerism we observe could have in 

binding, consider the H1 loop conformation corresponding to two conformational isomers 

obtained by James et al.39,41 (Figure 12). The SPE7 antibody studied in this reference binds to 

different antigens through different pre-existing conformations.  As shown in Figure 12, for SPE7, 

a closely related conformational isomer of the type-1 conformation of the H1 loop exists as in the 

case of FFSa or FF. The H1 loop from the PDB structure 1OCW, which is the conformational 

isomer of the H1 type-1 canonical conformation is analogous to the I4 and I3 isomers seen in our 

simulations of the FFSa mutant. Hence, our study also illustrates similar conformational 
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isomerism in molecular detail, and shows that the sequence of the loops and their proximal 

residues modulates the intrinsic disorder of the VHH hypervariable regions. This observation 

aligns with the idea that intrinsic disorder plays an important role in the function of proteins – 

especially for molecular recognition. The presence of multiple conformational basins separated 

by moderate free-energy barriers, as observed in our simulations, imparts higher loop flexibility 

and may be a feature that is more prevalent in single-domain antibodies than in conventional two-

domain antibodies. Moreover, it is expected that the interactions with a second domain (as in 

conventional VHs) may impose additional geometric or enthalpic constraints that favor H1 loop 

rigidity. 
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3 DESIGN OF AN ANTI-ALPHA SYNUCLEIN VHH: FROM SELECTION TO 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 Introduction 

In this Chapter, we describe our attempt to develop a model for an anti-Alpha-Synuclein 

vHH. Alpha-Synuclein (AS) is a pathological marker of Parkinson’s disease (PD) and related 

disorders20. It is natively disordered, with many conformational forms upon interacting. 

Misfolding and subsequent aggregation of AS and other proteins into soluble and insoluble 

oligomers and high molecular weight fibrils has been implicated in PD and other 

neurodegenerative diseases. Prevention of aggregation and misfolding of such aggregation-prone 

species has been suggested as a viable therapeutic strategy for reducing the pathogenesis in 

various neurodegenerative diseases. The central hydrophobic domain (AAs 61-95) is termed as 

the nonamyloid component (NAC)21. The NAC domain is aggregation-prone and can form beta-

sheets by self-association22. Recently, rational design approaches27,28 have been used for 

generating antibody fragments for this purpose. In particular, the rational design approaches (as 

opposed to high-throughput screening) have focused on designing NAC-specific peptides and 

grafting them into the CDR regions of a variable heavy domain (vHH) framework.  

We have used a dual approach. Figure 3.1 illustrates our approach in the form of a 

flowchart. Starting from an immunized Camelid library against the NAC region of A53T mutant 

of AS (henceforth referred to as A53T), we used a bacteria-based selection technique to obtain a 

NAC-specific vHH, followed by computational modeling of the vHH and the vHH-NAC binding.  
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Figure 3.1 Workflow for generation and rational design of anti-AS vHH 

3.2 Methods Experiments 

Alpaca	  Immunization	  	  

The immunized library from an Alpaca was generated by the Messer group (Albany). 

Briefly, the peptide AAs 53-87 was synthesized as a biotin fusion and used for immunizing 

Alpaca. Methods for Alpaca immunization are described in detail elsewhere76. 

1. Experimental screening to 
Identify NAC (Ag) specific vHH 

3. vHH candidate structures 
(MD,REMD) 

4. Ag candidate structures 
(MD,REMD) 

5. vHH-Ag complex candidate structures 

6. Selection of leading candidate 
of complex structure based on available data 

7. Generation & selection of leading candidates 
For vHH mutants (PBEQ, MD, and US) 

8. Experimental test of mutants for binding affinity 
(FLITRAP, SPR) 

Target approached? 
No Yes 

Finished 

Improvement? 
No 

Yes 

2. Experimental Characterization of Binding 
(ELISA) 
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Bacterial	  Strains,	  Plasmids	  and	  Growth	  Conditions	  	  

Wild-type E. Coli strain MC4100 was used for FLITRAP77 experiments and subcellular 

fractionation. BL21 (DE3) was used for cytoplasmic expression of proteins. Cultures were grown 

in LB medium (except for purification) supplemented with the appropriate antibiotic, and protein 

expression was induced with IPTG (0.1 mM) or arabinose (0.2%-1% w/v) depending on the 

plasmid used. Antibiotics were supplemented at the following concentrations: ampicillin (100 

!g/mL), chloramphenicol (20 !g/mL), and kanamycin (50 !g/mL). 

Cloning	  and	  Plasmid	  construction	  

The immunized vHH library was PCR amplified from the JSC phagemid and cloned into 

the pDD18-ssTorA-X-FLAGtag (described elsewhere77). The library was cloned in place of “X”. 

The ssTorA is the signal sequence for targeting proteins to the Twin-Arginine-Transloction (Tat) 

pathway located in the inner membrane of E. Coli. The pDD322-TatABC-Y-Bla cassette 

construct elsewhere was used to clone the antigen (A53T) in place of “Y”. The pDD18 and 

pDD322 constructs were used for FLITRAP screening77.  

To demonstrate periplasmic localization of vHH carrying the Tat signal sequence, a 

pSALECT construct78 was used for its relatively low copy number (in comparison to pDD18). 

The hits from library selection were subcloned into pSALECT plasmid with a C-terminal FLAG 

tag using XbaI and NotI sites flanking the target gene. 

To express proteins of interest in the cytoplasm, we subcloned hits from FLITRAP 

selection into a pET21a(+) plasmid with a C-terminal 6×-His tag using NdeI and NotI sites 

flanking the target gene. 
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Selective	  Growth	  Assays	  

For FLITRAP experiments, cells carrying FLITRAP plasmids (pDD18 and pDD322 

constructs) were grown overnight in LB containing 25 !g/mL Cm and 10 !g/mL Tet. Screening 

of cells was performed by spreading an equivalent number of serially diluted overnight cells 

directly onto LB agar plates supplemented with 02% arabinose and 0-100 !g/mL Carb and 

incubating at 37 ℃ for 36-48 h. Library selections were performed by electroporating the plasmid 

DNA libraries into E. Coli cells followed by electroporation with pDD322 –TatABC-A53T-Bla. 

Cells were incubated at 37 ℃  for 1h without antibiotics; then subcultured overnight into fresh LB 

containing 25 !g/mL Cm and 10 !g/mL Tet to ensure that cells contained both plasmids. After ≈ 

16 h, cells were spun down and normalized in fresh LB to OD600 = 2.5 followed by direct plating 

100 !L of diluted cells onto LB agar supplemented with 1% arabinose and 50-100 !g/mL Carb. 

Hits were randomly picked after incubation at 30 ℃ for 40-48 h. Randomly chosen positive 

clones were screened by spot plating to confirm Carb resistance and then sequenced. 

Subcellular	  fractionation	  and	  Western	  Blot	  analysis	  

To prepare subcellular fractions for Western Blot analysis, we pelleted and washed ~20ml 

(vHH samples normalized by OD600 ~ 75) of induced culture with subcellular FB (30mM Tris-

HCl, 1mM EDTA, and 0.6 M sucrose). Cells were resuspended in 1 mL subcellular FB and then 

incubated for 20 min at room temperature. After addition of 400 !L of 5 mM MgSO4, cells were 

incubated for 10 min on ice. Cells are spun down, and the supernatant was taken as the 

periplasmic soluble fraction. The pellet was sonicated thrice for 20 seconds. Following 

centrifugation at 14000 rcf at 4℃, the seond supernantant was taken as the cytoplasmic soluble 
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fraction, and the pellet was the insoluble fraction. Proteins were separated by 12% SDS-

polyacrylamide gels (Rio-Rad), and Western blotting was performed according to standard 

protocols. Briefly, proteins were transferred onto polyvinylidene fluoride membranes, and 

membranes were probed with either anti-FLAG antibodies conjugated to horseradish peroxidase 

(HRP) or anti-6x-His antibodies conjugated to HRP (Abcam). 

 

Enzyme-‐linked	  immunosorbent	  assay	  (ELISA)	  

ELISA was used to evaluate the binding of lysates and purified vHHs to A53T. ELISA 

plates were coated overnight at 4℃  with 1ug/ul A53T (Genway) in a bicarbonate buffer. Plates 

were then blocked at room temperature for 2 h with 2% nonfat milk in TBS. After plates were 

washed using TBS supplemented with 0.05% Tween 20 (TBST), lysate/purified protein samples 

serially diluted in TBS with 1% BSA (TBS-BSA) were added to the plates (40 !L /well). Plates 

were incubated for 1 h at room temperature and then washed with TBST. HRP-conjugated anti-

6x-His antibody (Abcam) in TBS-BSA was added to the plates (50 !L /well). After 1 h of 

incubation at room temperature, plates were washed and then incubated with TMB HRP substrate 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 10-20 mins. The reaction was quenched with 2M H2SO4, and the 

absorbance of the wells was measured at 450nm.  
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3.3 Methods Simulations 

Model	  for	  vHH	  

The starting structures for vHH 4C were generated using Homology model engine of 

Swiss Model79-81. The homology model was generated for 121 out of 122 amino acid residues of 

the vhh (Q at N-terminal was not present in the template structure). All simulations employed 

GROMACS using the CHARMM27 force field with CMAP with the OBC implicit solvent 

model. The SD integrator of the GROMACS package was used with a timestep of 2fs. The 

LINCS algorithm in GROMACS was used to constrain the length of all bonds.  The inverse 

friction constant of the SD integration was set to 91 ps-1 82. All interactions were run with infinite 

cutoff. The homology model was subjected to a short steepest descent energy minimization 

followed by a short equilibration at a constant temperature of 300K. For the REMD83 

simulations, all residues except those in the hypervariable loops H1, H2, H3 and H4 were 

backbone-restrained 1,84. The Cα, N and C backbone atoms that do not belong to the hypervariable 

loops were restrained with the harmonic force constant of 2000 kJ/nm, while backbone atoms in 

H1-H4 along with side chains from all the residues were free to move. These restraints were 

imposed to simulate the limited motion of these residues in the folded domain. 24 replicas at 

temperatures ranging from 300K to 900K were simulated for 20ns (per replica) for the REMD 

simulations with an exchange attempt every 1ps (500 steps). The g_cluster program in 

GROMACS with the linkage algorithm was used to cluster structures at the lowest temperature 

replica (300K) to obtain the top 8 conformations. These conformations were used to start a new 

REMD, and simulated for another 8ns to obtain the top 2 replicas.   
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Model	  for	  AS-‐NAC	  region	  

To develop a model for binding, we need a model for the NAC peptide. While it is widely 

accepted that native AS occurs as a disordered monomer85, the possibility that transient local 

structural motifs/features86,87 are present has not been ruled out. In fact, multiple studies have 

reported presence of transient alpha-helical character in the NAC region. Consequently, two 

models were considered for the NAC region – 1) alpha-helical peptide (residues) obtained from 

the PDB: 1XQ888, the membrane associated X-ray structure of AS and 2) random coil peptide 

(generated by piecing together the AAs one-by-one). The aim of considering specific secondary 

conformations of the NAC peptide is to be able to generate a wide spectrum of possibilities for 

the final structure of the complex. Moreover, if the AS molecule is in a state of dynamic 

equilibrium between multiple transient conformations87, binding might be specific to only one 

particular conformation. Alternatively, binding might result in arresting NAC in a particular 

conformation, as the circular dichroism spectra for AS is consistent with transient formation of α-

helices in the first 100 N-terminal residues87. Peptides of different lengths were used for 

modeling at different stages. For example, initially a 19-residues peptide (AAs 61-78) was 

considered for docking calculations. However, after equilibration and REMD steps, none of the 

random-coil containing complexes were found in the top 8 complexes obtained from REMD 

(described in more detail in the next section). This could primarily be a result of the unwieldy 

nature of the random-coil model for NAC peptide compared to the alpha-helical model. After the 

top complexes were obtained for the 19-residues peptides, the peptide was extended to 24 

residues (AAs 57-80) or to 27 residues (AAs 57-83) ( Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.2 Sequence of AS and peptides used for experiments and modeling 
 

AS 1-140 
MDVFMKGLSK  AKEGVVAAAE  KTKQGVAEAA  GKTKEGVLYV  
GSKTKEGVVH  GVATVAEKTK  EQVTNVGGAV VTGVTAVAQK 
TVEGAGSIAA  ATGFVKKDQL GKNEEGAPQE GILEDMPVDP   
DNEAYEMPSE  EGYQDYEPEA 
!NAC peptide 61-95 
EQVTNVGGAV VTGVTAVAQK TVEGAGSIAA  ATGFV!
Immunization peptide 53-87 (AS) 
ATVAEKTKEQVTNVGGAV VTGVTAVAQK TVEGAGS!
13 residue peptide 66-78 (A53T) 
VGGAVVTGVTAVA!
19 residue peptide 61-79 (A53T) 
EQVTNVGGAV VTGVTAVAQ!

27 residue peptide 57-83 (A53T) 
EKTKEQVTNVGGAV VTGVTAVAQKTVE!

NAC 
61-95 

24 residue peptide 57-83 (A53T) 
EKTKEQVTNVGGAV VTGVTAVAQK!
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Figure 3.3 Selection of candidate vHH, expression and binding A) Selective plating of serially 
diluted cells expressing different antigen-antibody pairs on Carb as indicated. Each spot 
corresponds to 5uL of serialy diluted cells. B) Western blot analysis of periplasmic and cytoplasmic 
fractions generated from WT cells carrying pSALect and expressing ssTorA-vHH-FLAG. Detection 
of vHH constructs was with anti-FLAG antibody, and detection of GroEL using anti-GroEL 
antibody and served as a fractionation marker. C. ELISA binding assay shows vHH binds A53T. 
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Figure 3.4 Model for vHH 4C. A. Homology Model for vHH 4C based on PDB: 3P0G. B. Enhanced 
conformational sampling in REM simulations C. Top two conformations obtained from REM 
simulations (N and ST). 
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Figure 3.5 Hydrophobic residues clustered at the interface of H1 and H3 loops for vHH 4C N and 
ST models. The Solvent Accessible Surface (probe radius 1.4 A) and the Cartoon model are shown. 
Only the hydrophobic residues are shown as Licorice with element C in green, H in white, N in blue 
and O in red. 
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using the ClusPro docking software89. 38 structures were generated (4 possible permutations and 

~10 structures per vhh-NAC pair).  In order to rank these structures from the most stable to the 

least stable, all structures were energy minimized and equilibrated for 5ns in the NVT ensemble 

at 300K. Only the complexes that were stable in the equilibration runs were retained for further 

simulations. For each vhh-NAC pair, a separate REMD was conducted. REMD was used as a 

technique to rank the complexes from the most stable (lowest temperature box 300K; also 

temperature of interest) to the least stable (highest temperature 450K). Three stable structures 

were obtained for N-AH and two for ST-AH.  None of the complexes generated for the RC 

model from ClusPro were stable in the equilibration simulations. This could be a result of the 

unwieldy nature of the RC peptide generated by piecing together residues.  To generate candidate 

structures for the N-RC and ST-RC, a 13-residues peptide (66-78) was used to generate candidate 

structures from ClusPro followed by equilibration and REMD as described above. After top 

structures for the complexes were obtained from REMD simulations, the 13-residue peptides 

were extended to longer peptides as desired. 
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Figure 3.6 Probability of occurrence of different complexes in the lowest temperature replica in 
REMD Simulations for the vHH4C exhibiting conformation N and Alpha-Helical Ag (N-AH).  

 

Figure 3.7 Probability of occurrence of different complexes in the lowest temperature replica in 
REMD Simulations for the vHH4C exhibiting conformation N and Alpha-Helical Ag (N-AH) for 
“newsite”. 
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Figure 3.8 Probability of occurrence of different complexes in the lowest temperature replica in 
REMD Simulations for the vHH4C exhibiting conformation ST and Alpha-Helical Ag (ST-AH). 
 

 

Figure 3.9 Probability of occurrence of different complexes in the lowest temperature replica in 
REMD Simulations for the vHH4C exhibiting conformation ST and Random Coil Ag (ST-RC). 
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Figure 3.10 Probability of occurrence of different complexes in the lowest temperature replica in 
REMD Simulations for the vHH4C exhibiting conformation N and Random Coil Ag (N-RC). 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

Selection	  of	  a	  vHH	  Antibody	  against	  A53T	  NAC	  peptide	  

To obtain a candidate vHH, an immunized library from an Alpaca was subjected to the 

Twin Arginine translocation (TAT)-based selection technique FLI-TRAP77 (Figure 3.3). The 

immunized library was generated against the NAC region of A53T by the Messer Group in 

Albany. This immunized library was then subjected to a single round of FLI-TRAP. The 

FLITRAP technique is a TAT-based selection technique which has been previously used to 

screen for folded, soluble and antigen-specific scFvs. Briefly, FLI-TRAP entails one plasmid, 

encoding an ssTorA-X-FLAGtag, and a second plasmid, encoding the Y-βlactamase fusion.  The 

vhh library was cloned at the X position and A53T was cloned into the Y position. The ssTorA 
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signal sequence directs the vHH to the TAT pathway. The βlactamase (Bla) fused to A53T acts 

as a reporter protein conferring carbenicillin resistance when localized in the periplasm. If the 

vHH binds to A53T in the cytoplasm, the whole complex is translocated across the Tat pathway 

to the periplasm conferring carbenicillin resistance to the cells.  

6 positive clones were thus isolated and sequenced. Sequencing revealed 2 unique full-length 

sequences – vHH 6B (6B) and vHH 4C (4C). Growth phenotype was further confirmed by 

retransforming the isolated clones and spot-plating. scFvs previously found to bind A53T – scFv-

NAC32 and scFv-NAC32-R190 – were used as positive controls, a randomly chosen vHH from 

the immunized library – vHH-BV10 and a non-specific scFv, anti-GCN491 were used as negative 

controls. The FLI-TRAP hits vHH 4C and vHH 6B confer higher carbenicillin resistance 

compared to the negative controls and comparable to the positive controls. The results are 

summarized in 3.3A. 

The soluble expression of vhhs 4C and 6B was tested by expression of the ssTorA-vhh-

FLAGtag construct in DH5alpha cells. Only a soluble and folded vHH will be translocated to the 

periplasm by the TAT pathway. In Figure 3.4B, we show the anti-FLAG blots of the subcellular 

fractions. vHH 4C is found in the periplasm and the fractionation is verified by anti-GroEL blot 

in which the GroEL (subcellular marker) is localized in the cytoplasm as expected. 6B did not 

express well and was not seen on the Western Blot. vHH 4C was further found to bind A53T in 

an ELISA assay with an affinity lower than scFv NAC32 but higher than a non-specific scFv 

(Figure 3.4C). Hence, vhh 4C was a chosen as a suitable candidate for affinity improvement 

using computational methods.  
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Developing	  an	  atomistic	  model	  for	  vhh	  4C	  and	  its	  complex	  with	  NAC	  peptide	  

By using REMD simulations for enhanced conformational sampling of the loop regions, 

we obtained the two main structures for the binding loops. Notably, the H3 loop exhibits Neutral 

(N) (42% of all conformations sampled) and a stretched-twist (ST) (22% of all conformations 

sampled) conformations in the two main structures (Figure 3.5). Both structures were retained for 

further simulations and analyses. 

The N and ST conformations lead to two very distinct binding surfaces as shown in 

Figure 3.5. In both conformations, we see a clustering of hydrophobic residues at the interface of 

H1 and H3 loops (I28, F29, Y32, Y110, Y112; see Figure 3.6). This is a preliminary indication of 

the possible location of the paratope on the vHH. Both conformations exhibit groove-like cavities, 

as one would expect for proteins that bind to peptides.  

Top models for the complex from each REMD simulation are summarized in Figures 3.7, 

3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11. The top 5 models (top 1-2 models selected for each case) for the complex 

are shown in Figure 3.12. To characterize the models, we obtained the average energy of 

interaction between the vHH and the Antigen peptide (Ag) for each model. The energy of 

interaction can be calculated separately for the VanderWaals (VdW)-type interactions and 

Coulombic interactions. The results are shown in Figure 3.13. For the sake of comparison, we 

also calculated the energy of interaction for a reference case. We used the anti-CemX antibody92 

as the reference case. In this case, an antibody binds a disordered peptide with a nanomolar KD. 

For the reference case, the total energy of interaction is significantly higher than any of our 

models (Figure 3.13). Moreover, the coulombic interactions contribute significantly larger energy 

to binding than the VdW interactions. This is probably due to the large number of hydrophilic 
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and charged residues on the target peptide CemX unlike the hydrophobic NAC peptide. This 

observation and other factors described in the next Chapter led us to the idea to optimize 

coulombic interactions at the vhh-NAC interface to enhance affinity. 

 

Figure 3.11 Top 4 complexes obtained from Simulations for the vHH-NAC complex. Complexes I 
and II were obtained for a 19-residue peptide (AAs 61-78) and Complexes III and IV were obtained 
for a 13-residue peptide (AAs 66-78). The vHH is shown in metallic Tan and the NAC peptide is 
shown in Cyan. 

I II III IV 
1121 Å 1334 Å 1357 Å 1413 Å 
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Figure 3.12 Energy of interaction between vHH-Ag for the 4 models and the reference Ab-Ag case.  
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4 IMPROVING AFFINITY OF BINDING USING RATIONAL DESIGN  

4.1 Introduction 

A combination of advanced Molecular Dynamics (MD) techniques (Replica Exchange Molecular 

Dynamics (REMD), Umbrella Sampling (US), Weighted Histogram Method (WHAM)), 

numerical techniques (Finite Difference form of Poisson Boltzmann Equation (PBEQ)) and 

experimental techniques (high throughput screening, binding assays, Surface Plasmon Resonance 

(SPR)) were employed to build a coherent picture of the vhh-NAC binding. 

4.2 Methods Simulations 

Umbrella	  Sampling	  to	  Obtain	  Potential	  of	  Mean	  Force	  

US simulations were used to obtain PMF of binding as a function of the radial distance between 

the vHH and the Ag (Figure 4.1). The initial configurations for the US windows were obtained by 

using the Pulling code in GROMACS. ~80-96 windows were placed at a distance of 0.03 nm for 

windows at small separations (<2.5nm) to 0.10 nm for windows at large separations (>4nm) 

between the vhh and the Ag. Each window was run for 5-15ns depending on the time it took for 

the FE profiles to converge within each window. Overall, the simulations were run for a 

cumulative time of 500ns to 1.5µs. The g_wham93 program was used to obtain the PMF as a 

function of distance using WHAM94. The idea of WHAM is to estimate the statistical uncertainty 

of the unbiased probability distribution !(!) along the reaction coordinate or order parameter ! 

given the umbrella histograms, and subsequently to compute the PMF that corresponds to the 

smallest uncertainty. The WHAM equations read, 
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!(!) =

!!!!ℎ!(!)!"
!!!

!!!!!!exp  [−!(!!(!)!"
!!! − !!]

 
4.1 

 

and 

 exp  (−!!!) = !" exp −!!! ! !(!) 4.2 

 

Here, !  denotes the inverse temperature 1/kBT, with the Boltzmann constant kB and the 

temperature T, and !!  is the total number of data points in histogram ℎ! . The statistical 

inefficiency !! is given by !! = 1+ 2!!, with the integrated autocorrelation time !! of umbrella 

window !  (in units of the simulation frame time step). If all windows have the same 

autocorrelation time then the !!   term cancels out. Otherwise the !!   term assigns lower weights to 

windows with longer correlation times. The umbrella sampling scheme shown in Figure 4.1 

implemented to obtain the PMF of binding along the separation (r) between the vHH and the 

antigen (Ag). The PMF can be considered as a one dimensional projection of the three-

dimensional free-energy of binding. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic for Umbrella Sampling (US) scheme to obtain Potential of Mean Force (PMF) 

PBEQ	  

The Delphi Software95-100 was used to calculate the electrostatic free energy of binding. It can 

solve the Finite Difference form of the Poisson Boltzmann distribution.  

The theory below was compiled from a number of references listed here101-103. 

The Poisson-Boltzmann Equation is based on the fundamental equation of electrostatics, the 

Poisson equation: 

 ∇!! ! = − 4!"(!) ! 4.3 

 

where ϕ is the potential, ρ is the charge density, ∈ is the dielectric constant, and ! is the position 

vector and the potential is given by, 

vHH 
Ag 

Harmonic 
Potential 

Windows 

!"#$%$&'()*%+)
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 ! ! = !!
! − !!

!

 4.4 

 

If a material responds in an average way to electric field it has a uniform susceptibility, where ! 

is the polarizability and ! is the susceptibility and ! is the electric field. 

 ! = !! 4.5 

 

 ! = 4!" + 1 4.6 

 

If ε varies through space, then the Poisson equation is modified as, 

 ∇.∈ ! ∇! ! =   −4!"(!) 4.7 

The above equation is also valid when the potential and charge density are mean values given by 

some statistical mechanical calculation 

 ∇∈ ! .< ∇! ! > +4! < ! ! >= 0 4.8 

Where the brackets <> denote mean value. The mean values represent averaging over all possible 

conformations in solution. When mobile ions are present, the charge density can be written as 

! = !! + !!, where the superscripts m and f refer to the mobile and fixed charge components. 

In this context, what is meant by mobile is that the distribution of these charges is affected the 

thermal motions i.e. their mean position is one of the variables to be determined, along with the 

potential. In contrast, the term fixed indicates that the charges are not subject to this averaging; 
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i.e., their positions are assumed to be known exactly, or at least form one of the inputs to the 

calculation.   

In biophysical applications the source of the fixed charges (!!) are usually the macromolecules. 

In addition, it is assumed that the amount of fixed charge is constant; i.e. we consider the case of 

constant surface charge, as opposed to constant surface potential. 

To determine the distribution of mobile ions we require at equilibrium that the chemical potential 

of each ion species !! is uniform throughout the solution 

 !! ! = !!! + !!!"#!! ! + !!!" ! = !!! + !!!"#!!! 4.9 

 

where !!!  is the standard-state chemical potential, e is the proton charge, T is the absolute 

temperature, !! is the valence of the ion, !! is the activity of the ion in the bulk solution, i.e., far 

from the colloid where the potential is zero. It is usually assumed that the activity coefficient is 

unity and independent of potential and concentration; thus !!  =!! , the concentration. This 

assumption is equivalent to the neglect of the mutual Debye-Huckel interaction between the ionic 

atmosphere ions. This approximation is later referred to as the Boltzmann approximation. The 

above equation can now be rewritten in the familiar-form of the Boltzmann expression (wherein 

the probability density of ions – here concentration- depends on the exponential of the 

electrostatic potential) as  

 !!(!)
!!!

= exp  (− !!! !(!) !") 
4.10 
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Where the exponent is an estimate of the potential of mean force between the ion and the colloid. 

Assuming only a 1-1 salt, for which the PB equation is most applicable. For this case this leads to 

the NLPB equation (in terms of the dimensionless potential ! = !"
!" 

 ∇∈ ! .∇! ! + ! ! = 0 4.11 

 

where  

 ! ! = −ϵ!! sinh ! ! + 4!"!
!(!)

!" 4.12 

 

and !! = 1
!! =

8!!!!
!"#, where ! is the Debye length, and I is the ionic strength of the bulk 

solution. Analytical or numerical solutions of this equation yield the potential distribution 

throughout space. Sharp and Honig102 have used the calculus of variations to derive the function 

F such that it satisfies the following equations: 

 ! ! = !"
!" 4.16 

Rewriting the Poisson-Boltzmann equation in terms of F, 

 −∇.∈ ! ∇! !

= ! !" !!!
!" +

! !" !!!
!" +

!(!" !!!)
!" 

4.13 
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Where !! , !! , !!are the partial differentials of potential with respect to the three spatial 

variables, x, y, z. A theorem from the calculus of variations states that, for any differential 

equation that can be put in this form, F is the unique function whose integral over the 

independent variables x, y and z is the minimized solution to the differential equation. Since the 

condition for equilibrium is that the free energy of the system be at a minimum, the electrostatic 

free energy can be identified as, 

 ∆!!" = !(!,!, !,!,!! ,!! ,!!)!" 4.14 

Where !"  is the volume element and the integral is over all space. For NLPB, it is 

straightforward to show that102, 

 ! = 4!!!! − !!! cosh ! − ! ∇! !/2 4.15 

 

Substituting back into the expression for ∆!!", and adjusting units and setting the reference state 

of zero energy at !! = 0, we get, 

 ∆!!" = (!!! − !"!! 2cosh ! − 2 − !.!/2)!" 4.16 

 

where the integral is over all space, ∆! is in units of kT, ! = !!
4! is the electric displacement, 

and !!is the bulk salt concentration. The term !! 2cosh ! − 2  is the excess concentration of 

ions at any point in solution compared to bulk. Rewriting this term as ∆!!! , 
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 ∆!!" = (!! − ∆!!
!

− !.!/2)!" 4.17 

 

And for Linear Poisson-Boltzmann (LPB) assuming that ! ≪ 1, when the exponential term may 

be expanded and truncated at the linear term giving the LPB equation, 

 ∆!!" = (!!! + !!!/2− !.!/2)!" 4.18 

 

Now consider the NLPB. The expression can be further simplified by using the well-known 

expression101, 

 !!"##!/2!" = !!/2!" 4.19 

In the above expression, the right hand side is the work required to “assemble a system” starting 

with an unpolarized dielectric in place, moving the free charges and allowing the dielectric to 

respond as it sees fit. The left hand side is the more explicit expression for the work required to 

assemble a charge density !!"##    (note that the superscript f denotes fixed and the superscript free 

denotes free) in a volume !" with a potential !.  Also, this expression is strictly true for linear 

dielectrics. 

Also, the free (non polarization) charge is the sum of the fixed charge on the molecule and the 

ionic charge in the solvent, !!"## = !!"#$% + !!"#$ 

Plugging this back into the NLPB equation, we get 
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∆!!" = (

!!!
2 − ∆!!

!

− !!"#$!/2)!" 
4.20 

 

In the above expression, the second term is an osmotic pressure (due to excess ions) and the third 

is an electrostatic stress. In has been shown that in the case of linearized PB equation, the last two 

terms cancel out so that the free energy is given by the first term. 

For the solution of the finite difference form of the LPB, the first term can be rewritten and 

expanded in the form, 

 !!!
2 =

1
2 !!!(!!)

!

 
4.21 

 

Where the potential is the one generated by all the charges, of any kind, except for the one 

located at !!.  The software Delphi uses the NLPB equation (Finite-difference solution). The 

software solves the LPB first and uses the solution as a starting point for the NLPB. Within 

Delphi, there are two methods to calculate ∆!!": 

1. Grid-based: The charge at a grid point is multiplied by the potential at that point. This 

however introduced precision errors as the charge distribution at a grid point depends on 

the grid spacing used.  The results thus obtained are found to be rather sensitive to grid 

spacing.  

2. Partitioning-Based: The potential at a given point is instead partitioned into the potential 

due to 1) the direct effect of real charges, 2) from the surface polarization charges 
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(reaction field term) and from mobile ions in solution. Thus, the potential at the position 

of charge can be written as  

 ! !! = !!"#$ !! + !!"#$% !! + !!"# !!  4.22 

 

The Coulombic potential, generated by other fixed charges at the j-th charge position, is 

calculated in a hypothetical homogeneous media with the dielectric constant !! of the region 

where charge is located 

 !!"#$ !! =
!!

4!!!!! !! − !!!!!

 4.23 

 

The “corrected reaction field” term, arising from the polarization of the boundary between 

different media is given by 

 
!!"#$% !! =

!!
4!!! !! − !!!

 
4.24 

 

Where p goes over the locations of polarization surfaces and !! is the polarization charge at 

position !! on the surface. These polarization charges are calculated using Gauss’s law and the 

potential map obtained from the finite difference algorithm.  

The last term accounts for the potential which is generated by the mobile ions in solution. Under 

the Boltzmann approximation (Equation 4.9), these charges are a function of the potential, 
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obtained by solving the PB equation, and are screened by the polarizable solvent, whose 

dielectric constant is ! = !!"#$ 

 
!!"#$ !! =

ℎ!!!!!"#

4!!!!!"#$ !! − !!!

 
4.25 

where h is the grid spacing, !!!!"# is the net (excess) ion charge density at the k-th grid point in 

solution, and k goes over the grid points in solution. 

The procedure outlined above makes it possible to use real charges rather than their grid 

representation in calculating the free energy of the system. Once the surface and excess ion 

charges are calculated, then the potential at the position of all fixed charges can be obtained from 

the above three terms. This leads to major improvements in precision because the calculation of 

free energies involves only using Coulomb’s law for real, polarization and mobile charges. This 

also eliminates the so-called grid energy, which is an artificial energy term that comes from 

partitioning the point charges at neighboring lattice points. 

In Delphi, the LPB is first solved and then non-linearity is gradually added. This is accomplished 

by adding the non-linear term multiplied by 0.05 to the initially linear equation. Thus, after 20 

blocks of 10 iterations each, the algorithm begins to solve the full nonlinear equation.  

For all our calculations using Delphi, we used the following inputs: 

1) PBEQ was solved for the complex (and not the encounter complex). This method has 

been previously implemented with success 104. 

2) PARSE parameters were used for partial atomic charges and radii. 

3) A dielectric constant of 4 was used for protein and explicit water, and 80 for implicit 

solvent regions. Ionic strength was set at 0M (no salt) and 0.150M (with salt), modeled 
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with a 2.0-Å Stern Layer and a molecular surface generated with a 1.4-Å probe sphere. 

The number of grid points per Angstrom (gpa) was set to 1.5. 

For all calculations, electrostatic free energy was calculated for 50-100 structures and the 

estimated value was obtained by averaging over them. The electrostatic free energy of binding is 

calculated as: 

  

 ∆∆!!" = ∆!!"
!"#$%&' − ∆!!"!"" − ∆!!"

!" 4.26 

And the electrostatic free energy for the complex, vHH and Ag are calculated using the partition-

based method described above. 

Mutagenesis	  Strategy	  

Initial US free energy profiles suggested the importance of long-range electrostatic interactions 

between the vHH and the Ag. Furthermore, from SPR, we found that vHH 4C has an unusually 

small rate of association. The association rate improves on reducing the salt in the buffer. This 

indicates the importance of long-range electrostatic interactions. From the potential energy 

surfaces of the vHH and Ag obtained from PBEQ calculations, we were able to identify 2 

residues – Lysine (K) at position 75 and K at position 99 which could be responsible for long-

range repulsive interactions. We thus suggested the mutants K75A and K75E and K99Q (Q for 

Glutamine). Also mutations were introduced at position 77, which commonly accompany 

substitutions at position 75 in vHHs. For example, while K is a highly conserved residue at 

position 75, GeneBank:gbAGH30283, PDB:3POG and PDB:4LDE all occur with either an 

Glutamate (E) or an Alanine (A) at this position, all of which are accompanied by a Threonine 
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(T) at position 77. The additional mutation at position 77 might alleviate any steric hindrance and 

mimic the naturally occurring residues in vHHs. Two mutants, AT and ATQ, were found to be 

significantly better than vHH 4C from PBEQ free energy analysis. The PMFs for vHH 4C and 

both these mutants were calculated using US to quantify the change in binding FE upon 

mutations. The improvement was found to be significant and both mutants were prepared and 

their dissociation constants and rates of association and dissociation quantified using SPR. 

Contrary to expectation, the KD worsened and so did the rate of association. Hence, by 

introducing these mutations, we had made the long-range interactions more repulsive.  

This led to the conclusion that the model under consideration (model III; Chapter 3 PREF), may 

not be the right one. We scanned the all the REMD results (not just the top model from each 

REMD) and considered two models (II, V-new) that may be able to explain the worsening of KD 

upon making the above mutations.  

We ran 2-5ns MD simulations for vHH 4C and mutants K75A+M77T and K75E. From these 

simulations, we obtained contribution of the new mutant residue at the vHH-Ag interface to the 

energy of binding. Mutants were compared to vHH 4C and mutations that led to a more favorable 

energy contribution were selected. We found N76D (Asparagine to Aspartate) to have favorable 

contributions. Further mutations were made to the N76D residue. Mutations were made in the 

vicinity of the D76 residue in order to improve the affinity of binding. Two mutations were found 

to be promising – Y72T (Y for Tyrosine) and Q81R (R for Arginine).  
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4.3 Methods Experiments 

Expression,	  Purification	  and	  Size	  Exclusion	  Chromatography	  (SEC)	  

After expressing the vHHs in the cytoplasm and obtaining soluble fractions as described above, 

we purified 6x-His-tagged vHHs using protocols provided with the Ni-NTA protein purification 

resin (Qiagen) using a gravity column. Soluble lysates were incubated with the resin for 1 h at 

4℃ on a rotating platform to improve mixing. The lysates with the resin were poured into 

columns, until all the lysate and resin flowed into the column. The flow-through was poured 

again over the resin and allowed it to flow-through again. The columns were washed four times 

with a buffer containing 20mM NaH2PO4, 300mM NaCl, and 90mM imidazole (pH 7.5). vHHs 

were eluted using a buffer containing 20mM NaH2PO4, 300mM NaCl, and 250mM imidazole 

(pH 7.5).  After affinity purification, the elutes were concentrated followed by SEC. The 2.5ml of 

concentrated protein (1ml at a time) was injected into a Superdex 75 column (GE Healthcare) 

attached to a FPLC system (GE Healthcare) and samples were run at a flow-rate of 0.5 mL/min at 

4 ℃ in buffer containing 15mM Tris-HCl, 500mM NaCl. The high salt concentration was used to 

prevent aggregation in the concentrated vHHs. The migration of vHHs was monitored by 

absorbance at 280nm, and 250 !L fractions were collected.  

Binding	  rates	  and	  dissociation	  constant	  determination	  using	  SPR	  

SPR experiments were performed using a Biacore 3000 biosensor (GE Healthcare). Purified 

vHHs were immobilized on CM5 sensor chips at 10 µg/ml using an amine coupling kit at pH 4.0 

until reaching 1200 RU, according to the manufacturer's instructions. The binding analyses were 

carried out in HBS-EP Buffer (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) at a flow rate of 30 µl/min. Each 
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vHH protein was associated with ligands for 3 min, and then dissociation phases were observed. 

During SPR experiments, flow cells were regenerated by injection of 10 mM glycine (pH 4.0) 

followed by thorough washing with the running buffer. Additionally, a blank cell on the same 

sensor chip was used as a reference to correct for non-specific binding. Kinetic parameters were 

calculated using BIAevaluation software 3.2. All sensorgrams were fitted to a 1:1 Langmuir 

binding model using a simultaneous non-linear program. 

 

Figure 4.2 US Results for Model III for the 13-residue (hydrophobic only) and 24-residue peptides 
for the Ag. 

4.4 Results 

Utilizing	  hydrophilic	  residues	  in	  the	  NAC	  peptide	  to	  enhance	  energy	  of	  binding:	  

Targeting	  electrostatic	  interactions	  at	  the	  binding	  interface	  

There are multiple factors to consider in when aiming to improve binding to a disordered protein 

(assuming it is not accompanied by a folding event) – 1) there is a considerable loss of 

conformational entropy of the Ag peptide upon binding 2) some of this decrease in 

conformational entropy will be compensated for by the gain in entropy upon the desolvation of 
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the hydrophobic residues in the Ag peptide 3) ultimately, the gain in enthalpy due to new 

contacts formed at the interface should compensate for the net loss in entropy to lead to a 

favorable free-energy of binding. 

The NAC region is primarily hydrophobic. However, the hydrophobic peptide (AAs 66-78 

VGGAVVTGVTAVA) is flanked on the N-terminus by peptide P1 (AAs: 57-65 EKTKEQVTN) 

and on the C-terminus by peptide P2 (AAs: 79-83 QKTVE).  One strategy to improve binding 

would be to maximize the potential for electrostatic contacts between the vHH and the Ag.  

Compared to hydrophobic interactions, energetic contributions from electrostatic interactions are 

much more significant. This strategy might work particularly well for targeting the NAC region, 

which is primarily composed of hydrophobic residues and thereby leads to low-energy binding 

surfaces. To test this hypothesis from a purely theoretical perspective, we ran umbrella sampling 

(US) simulations to obtain an estimate for the Potential of Mean Force (PMF) as a function of 

separation between the vhh and the Ag for two versions of the Ag – 1) only the 13-residue 

hydrophobic peptide (66-78), 2) 24-residue peptide (57-80). Sample simulations were run for 

model III. For this model, US simulations revealed a less favorable complex with the 24-residues 

peptide (Figure 4.2). This implied that the electrostatic interactions might be suboptimal and 

thereby leading to a less favorable PMF for complex formation for this complex. As a first step 

towards improving affinity, we aimed to minimize this apparent electrostatic repulsion between 

the vHH and Ag. To analyze the electrostatics interactions, we used the PBEQ implemented in 

the Delphi software.   
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Figure 4.3 Electrostatic Potential of Binding Surfaces for Model III A) Complex of vHH 4C with Ag. 
The Complex and the Ag are shown. In the complex, the vHH is shown with a solid surface and the 
Ag is shown with a wire-mesh. In the Ag, the surface is shown as a solid surface.  Blue indicates an 
electrostatic potential of 1 kT/e and red indicates an electrostatic potential of -1 kT/e. B) The 
electrostatic FE of binding calculated using PBEQ for vHH 4C and mutants AT and E. C) 
Electrostatic Potential of vHH 4C and mutants AT and E.  

 

Figure 4.4 Putative models to explain SPR results for K75AM77T and K75E mutants 
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Figure 4.5 Electrostatic Potential of Binding Surfaces for Model V A) Complex of vHH 4C with Ag. 
The Complex and the Ag are shown. In the complex, the vHH is shown with a solid surface and the 
Ag is shown with a wire-mesh. In the Ag, the surface is shown as a solid surface.  Blue indicates an 
electrostatic potential of 1 kT/e and red indicates an electrostatic potential of -1 kT/e. B) The 
electrostatic FE of binding calculated using PBEQ for vHH 4C and mutants AT, E and N76D. C) 
Electrostatic Potential of vHH 4C and mutants AT, E and N76D. 

 

Figure 4.6 The electrostatic FE of binding calculated using PBEQ for vHH 4C and mutants AT, E 
and N76D for Model III, Model V and Model II. 
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Figure 4.7 US Results for Model III (Top) and Model V (Bottom) 
 

Table 4.1 SPR results for vHH 4C and mutants 
vHH Salt Concentration 

(mM) 
kA (1/Ms) kD (1/s) KD (M) χ2 

4C 150mM 1.31E+03 4.22E-03 3.22E-06 1.18 
AT 150mM 11.9 0.011 9.23E-04 0.424 
E 150mM 3.92 5.36E-03 1.37E-03 1.29 

4C 75mM 1.36E+04 3.3E-03 2.43E-07 2.11 
AT 75mM 3.43E+03 0.0101 2.96E-06 2.9 

N76D 150mM 4.05E+04 2.69E-03 6.64E-08 2.35 
N76DY72T 150mM 2.59E+04 2.04E-03 7.87E-08 4.04 
N76DQ81R 150mM 1.70E+04 1.90E-03 1.12E-07 4.72 
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Figure 4.8 Coarse-Grained Extrapolation (Right) of Model V (Left). In the complex, the vHH is 
shown with a solid surface and the Ag is shown with a wire-mesh. The N and C terminal residues of 
A53T or AS not included in the computational model are shown as Black Lines to mark their 
location. 

Predicting	  affinity-‐enhancing	  mutations	  by	  improving	  electrostatic	  complementarity	  

of	  the	  binding	  interface	  for	  Model	  III	  

We obtained the PBEQ surface for the vHH and Ag corresponding to Model III. It revealed 2 

main residues on the vHH that were interacting unfavorably with the Ag. These residues were 

identified as Lysine at position 75 (K75) and Lysine at position 99 (K99). This is due to the 

proximity of the K75 residue on the vHH to residues K58 and K60 on the Ag (Figure 4.4A, 4.4B). 

Similarly, K99 residue on vHH is proximal to the K80 residue on Ag. Since PBEQ is a numerical 

calculation for a structure (averaged over multiple equilibrium structures), it is much faster than a 

US simulation and was used as a first step for scanning multiple mutants for improved affinity. 

We thus proposed 5 mutants – K75A (A), K75E (E), K75A+M77T (AT), K75E+M77T (ET), 

K75A+M77T+K99Q (ATQ) aimed at alleviating electrostatic repulsion at the vHH-Ag interface, 

followed by equilibration simulations and PBEQ analysis of the equilibrated structures.  Mutants 

A, AT and ATQ were found to have an improved electrostatic FE of binding over vHH 4C while 
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mutants E and ET showed little or no change (Figure 4.3). Subsequent US simulations for these 

mutants confirmed AT and ATQ as suitable candidates for enhanced affinity (Figure 4.6).  

Testing	  computational	  predictions	  in	  experiments:	  Long-‐range	  electrostatic	  

interactions	  in	  vhh-‐NAC	  binding	  are	  important	  

To test these findings, we expressed and purified vhh4C, AT and E. Surface Plasmon Resonance 

was used to determine the rates of association, dissociation and the dissociation constant of the 

purified proteins. These results are reported in Table 1. Change in salt concentration of the buffer 

led to a significant change in rates of association estimated by SPR indicating the importance of 

long-range electrostatic interactions supporting our hypothesis. However, the trend observed for 

affinity was opposite from that predicted in simulations. The association rates were found to be in 

the following order:  4C>AT>E. Hence, instead of observing improved binding for mutant AT 

and little or no-change for mutant E, we observed a considerable worsening of binding for 

mutants AT and E with respect to vHH 4C. 

Predicting	  affinity-‐enhancing	  mutations	  by	  improving	  electrostatic	  complementarity	  

of	  the	  binding	  interface	  for	  Model	  V	  

The above results seemed to suggest that the positively charged lysine at position 75 was 

important for binding and the rate of association became worse on changing the residue from 

positive to neutral to negative. Two possibilities were considered: 1) K75 could be important for 

long-range interaction with the negatively charged C-terminus of A53T and/or 2) K75 could be 

interacting with certain negatively charged residues in the NAC region. We scanned the 

remaining models and found Model V to be a reasonable candidate (and Model II). In this model 
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(and Model II), peptide P2 rather than P1 is in proximity to residue K75. Compared to P1, P2 is 

less positively charged and residue E83 (on P2) interacts residue K75 in this model. Moreover, in 

this model (and Model II), the negatively charged C-terminus of A53T might be closer to K75 on 

the vHH and may also influence long-range interactions. Hence, PBEQ calculations were 

performed for vHH 4C and mutants AT and E for the Model V (and Model II). The results are 

summarized in Figure 4.4. The trend for rate of association is 4C>AT>E as observed in 

experiments (Figure 4.4B). However, the difference between AT and 4C is rather small. One 

reason for this slight discrepancy could be simulation of a partial model of A53T. There may be 

some effect of the highly negatively charged C-terminus of A53T in long-range electrostatic 

interactions with the vhh. This would explain why mutant E is considerably worse than mutant 

AT. The electrostatic surface generated from PBEQ analysis for vHH 4C was also used to 

propose the mutation N76D, to introduce a new interaction between residue at position 76 on the 

vHH and residue K80 on P2. It is apparent from the PBEQ surface in Figure 4.4C that residues 

K75 and D76 (as in N76D mutant) on the vHH will form a surface complementary to residues 

E83 and K80 on the Ag respectively. Subsequently, US simulations were performed to obtain 

PMF for vHH 4C and mutants AT and N76D for Model V. (Running simulations for AT results 

for N76D shown). The PMF of binding for N76D is about 10kT larger than that for 4C indicating 

stronger binding (Figure 4.6). 

Two other mutants N76DD72T and N76DQ81R were also tested. The rationale behind the 

additional D72T and Q81R is as follows. The residue D72 on vHH interacts with K75 on the 

vHH. By replacing the former with a T, we were hoping to “free” the K75 residue on the vHH to 

interact exclusively with the E83 residue on the Ag. The mutation Q81R was introduced to 

change the overall charge on the vHH and also to compensate for the N76D mutation that makes 
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the vHH more negatively charged wrt 4C. This was done to make the vHH more positively 

charged in order to improve long-range electrostatic interactions with a negatively charged A53T.  

To test Model V, we synthesized, expressed and purified mutant N76D followed by SPR 

analysis. The results are reported in Table I. Moreover, by making a single mutation, we have 

been able to improve the affinity of vhh4C by over an order of magnitude (50 fold). Figure 

4.5 compares all three models (II, III and V) discussed above) and only model V agrees with the 

experimental observations. The mutations N76DD72T and N76DQ81, however, led to slight 

worsening in affinity as seen from SPR results. While the D72T mutation was introduced to 

increase interaction of K75 on vHH with the E83 residue on the Ag, it also increases the entropy 

of the K75 residue in the uncomplexed vHH, which is lost upon binding. The Q81R mutation was 

based on a rather coarse-grained description of the system: negatively charged vHH interacting 

with positively charged vHH (Figure 4.7).  
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this work, we have used computational modeling to understand, assess and 

redesign the binding surface of a vHH domain to achieve two different design goals. 

Most protein-engineering and drug-discovery work aimed towards therapeutic 

applications focuses on generating faster-associating or lower-affinity or aggregation-

resistant or more-stable proteins; there seems to be a lag in the effort to understand the 

fundamental nature of protein surfaces and how they achieve these goals. Evidently, it 

is a hard problem for many reasons, not least of which is the highly functionalized 

nature of building units of proteins, compared to other macromolecules like DNA and 

RNA (ignoring modifications like phosphorylation, glycosylation etc.).  

Even incremental gain toward a more fundamental description of these systems 

can lead to faster growth of many exciting applications like biomimetics, artificial 

surfaces capable of complex motions at the nano- and micro-scale, and perhaps in the 

distant future, surfaces that can respond to minute changes in temperature, salt-

concentration, pH, mechanical stress, osmotic pressure and various other stimuli. 

Essentially, here lies the key that opens the door to the possibility of generating an 

endless variety of biologically inspired nanotransducers and biomaterials. 

5.1 Summary and Conclusions 

In our attempt to gain a deeper insight into the binding behavior of vHHs, we 

first redesigned a hypervariable loop in the binding region of a vHH to obtain mutations 
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exhibiting varying propensities for the targeted conformation and more interestingly, 

with different thermodynamic landscape and dynamics. 

Our work on the hypervariable loop illustrates conformational isomerism in 

molecular detail, and shows that the sequence of the loops and their proximal residues 

modulates the intrinsic disorder of the vHH hypervariable regions. Since the motions of 

the loops, especially H1 and H3, are highly correlated, modulation in one loop leads to 

an overall change the in the binding surface formed by the hypervariable loops. This 

observation aligns with the idea that intrinsic disorder plays an important role in the 

function of proteins – especially for molecular recognition. The presence of multiple 

conformational basins separated by moderate free-energy barriers, as observed in our 

simulations, imparts higher loop flexibility and may be a feature that is more prevalent 

in single-domain antibodies than in conventional two-domain antibodies. Moreover, it is 

expected that interactions with a second domain (as in conventional VHs) may impose 

additional geometric or enthalpic constraints that favor H1 loop rigidity. 

Our results also highlight antibody isomerism pre-binding. Specifically, a 

conformational landscape for the H1 loop (and/or other loops) that is characterized by 

multiple stable/metastable states separated by small energy barriers, may have evolved 

to undergo conformational rearrangement during binding (e.g., FFSa and Wt), or may 

pre-exist in equilibrium with its isomers even before the antigen comes into the picture. 

On the other hand, an antibody with a stable structure separated from other metastable 

states by a large energy barrier may be less likely to exhibit conformational isomerism 

before the antigen approaches it (e.g., FFD).  
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We also demonstrated the role played by residues in a 4th hypervariable loop 

(H4). Slight variations in these residues can modify the shape and properties of the 

binding surface. This was further demonstrated when a single mutation in the anti-AS 

vHH led to an order of magnitude improvement in affinity.  

As far as methods are concerned, from our conformational equilibria work using 

explicit solvent simulations, we found that the results agreed well with implicit solvent 

REMD simulations. This allowed us to use implicit-solvent REMD, computationally 

inexpensive compared to explicit solvent BE metadynamics, for vHH 4C. Thus, our 

work on redesigning the conformation of the H1 loop for anti-hCG vHH guided us in 

our work in developing a model for the anti-AS vHH and improving its affinity.  

Equipped with the right set of methods and a better understanding of the binding 

surface of vHHs, we attempted to develop a three-dimensional, all-atomistic in-silico 

model of the vHH 4C and its complex with the NAC region of AS with the ultimate 

goal of using this model to improve its affinity for NAC.  

We have previously described the main challenges associated with developing 

such a model. However, the problem is somewhat simplified by targeting a linear 

epitope on AS. This simplified design goal allows us to target an otherwise challenging 

target; a disordered protein which exhibits partial secondary structure, the propensity for 

which changes with environmental conditions and binding partners. To ensure that none 

of the plausible options were left out, we considered multiple conformations for the 

vHH and the antigen. However, we only considered peptides from the NAC region (and 

flanking residues), the implicit assumption here being that the immunized library should 
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be primarily specific to the NAC region. This assumption may be too simplistic, 

however, and future studies should explore it further. 

The main achievement of the model was to illuminate the importance of 

electrostatic contributions, especially for targeting a primarily hydrophobic fragment 

which can contribute a maximum FE of desolvation directly proportional to its surface 

area. Given that the hydrophobic residues in the NAC region are small (short side-

chains, low surface area), this contribution, even when maximized, may not be 

sufficient to overcome the loss in conformational entropy upon binding. This becomes 

especially significant when binding involves a vHH, which has a considerably smaller 

surface area compared to a conventional antibody. By targeting the flanking hydrophilic 

residues, we were able to overcome this “hydrophobic binding maxima” by introducing 

electrostatic complementarity at the binding interface, and effectively increasing the 

size of the binding surfaces.  

The correctness of our model is demonstrated by the qualitative agreement 

between simulations, numerical PBEQ estimates and experimental results. However, 

within the framework of the present model, there is room for further investigation. For 

example, keeping the same model and relative orientation of the vHH and the Ag, one 

can explore a partially helical peptide for the Ag (instead of a fully helical peptide). For 

example, circular dichroism data on the NAC region can be used to generate a peptide 

with a probabilistically correct percentage of alpha-helical character.  This may improve 

the predictions of the model and lead to other affinity enhancing mutations. 

Furthermore, we may also consider a hybrid atomistic and coarse-grained description 

for the NAC region and the rest of AS respectively. 
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5.2 Future Work 

There are multiple challenging and intriguing problem statements arising from our work 

and similar work done over the last couple of years. They are listed below: 

1) Structural Motifs: Finding common structural motifs for various NAC-specific 

antibodies (vHH 4C, NAC32, NAC32-R1, NAC32-R2, VH14, D5, D10 etc.).  

2) Theoretical Upper Limit: Prediction of a theoretical upper limit of free-energy 

of binding for a fixed Antibody (or vHH) for a given linear target, taking into 

account the desolvation, configurational entropy and enthalpy.  This can be 

useful in guiding experimental evolution as well. 

3) Experimental Evolution of vHH 4C: A parallel evolution of vHH 4C, using 

experimental techniques, with full characterization of change in binding rates 

and dissociation constants at each stage. Which mutations show up and how 

many rounds of evolution are needed? Can these mutations be explained by the 

computational model? 

4) Targeting toxic AS species: How can we modify a vHH to target various forms 

of AS – monomer, oligomeric-soluble, oligomeric-insoluble, fibrillar?  

5) Highly evolved antibodies: Broadly-Neutralizing Antibodies (bNAbs) are 

neutralizing antibodies which are effective against multiple HIV viral strains as 

opposed to non-bNAbs which are specific for individual viral strains. Studying 

the conformational equilibria of these bNAbs and understanding how these 

antibodies have evolved (some over years) to become effective against various 

hidden, highly conserved epitopes on the HIV.  
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APPENDIX A: SEQUENCE OF ANTI-AS VHHS 

Sequence of anti-AS vHHs discussed in Chapters 3 and 4: 

	  
Figure 1 Full hits sequences obtained from 1st round of FLITRAP
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